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PREFACE

Tn preparing the third cMhtioii of this handlmok I

have endeavoured to give a concise account of some

of the experiments and discoveries which have led

up to the present knowledge of Kontgen rays and

their application to pathology. It is intended

primarily for students and amateurs, and gives no

account of the more complicated and expensive

apparatus, nor of the latest developments in hospital

melh(jds, but I hope that it may also be of some use

to the practical man, as it seems to have been in its

earlier form. The original intention was to write

a second book in continuation and completion of the

first edition, but it has proved more convenient to

revise and condense the previous chapters sutticiently

to allow the inclusion of the whole in its former

small compass. It is hoped that this course will

prove ecpuilly satisfactory to new readers and exist-

ing owners of the first edition, as no matter of any

importance contained therein is omitted here and

much that is new has been added.

The history and theory of the subject can only be

lightly sketched, but I have endeavoured to treat

them in sucli a way as to awaken interest which

will carry the reader beyond the mere mechanical

production of radiograplis as curiosities.
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6 PREFACE

W'liili" rosiMircli ami cxpiTiiMcni with lidiUj^n'ii rays

lia\i' iUHH^rcssi'd there htiH been coiiteiiiporaneous

tlevelni>iiKMil uf the severely ])rac'ti(al side in tlie

wards of ^r(»at lionpitals a)id in llic wniksliops of

the tiiiiis which snjijily tln'in wilh apj»aratns, lait

unrorlnnalely even the elementary theory (»f the

.snliject has somctinies been inadecpiate.

There ai(» still tbnse wlio ba\e imt learnt the

lesson whieli danies iMill iinjjressed upon his son,

tluit there is no antagonism between theory and

praetice, but that success in the latter must depend

on accuracy in the former. The truly practical man
feels with his mind as with his fing-(M-s, and can not

only ]>r()duc(^ a re(iuired result willi ease and certainty,

but knows the principles involved, and, perceiving

the ori^nn of a ditliculty, has the i)atience to sur-

luniiiit it. He is the scientific "clairvoyant"—

a

Wdid wbicli may be apjilied here, in s]»ite of its

present dco-raded use, to such pioneers in the world

of knowlcdire as Faraday, Sir W. Crookes, and Sir

.1. fJ. Thomson—the clear-seers, whose minds often

predicted the results which they or others afterwards

obtained experimentally—"Through faith obtained

promises, liaving seen them and greeted them from

afai/'



EXPLANATIONS OF TERMS USED

Anned:—Annex is the term applied to a sulKsidiary

bulb or tube comniunicatini]^ with the; main
portion of a Crookes' or X-ray tube. The pro-

jections surrounding the electrodes in the

various examples, illustrated in Plate 1., are

all instances of the annex.

Anode.—The anode of any appliance, such as a

plating bath, accumulator, or vacuum tube, is

the electrode by which the current enters.

{Note) This statement is made on the usual

assumption of direction.

Cathode.—The cathode of any appliance is the

electrode by wliich the current leaves it.

Electrode.—The electrodes of a ^'acuum tube are

pieces of metal of any desired shape placed

within the tube and usually attached internally

to a small piece of platinum wire which passes

out througli the glass and is sealed into it.

Currents are led to the electrodes by connecting

the source of supply to the platinum which
projects outside the tube.

Electrostatic Attr<ution is the attractive force between
two oppositely charged l)odies.

Electrostatic Jiepiilsion is the repulsion between two
similarly charged bodies.

Electromotive Force or E.M.F.—An electromotive

force is a force tending to move or drive elec-

tricity through a resistance or against an

7
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npptisiUM IvM.I'. ilif lllili |m| II.s |iM-;»Mllcliiclll

is tln' \uli. TIh' a|>|»li(ali(tn nl" llic Iviiii in

giMienilly liuiit«'il n* ihr Inicr irndiii^r t,, drive

an t'ltMtric ciincnl round a (iiiidiicling circuit.

Fhiore^'ict'nre.— riuori'sconci* i.s llic direct cnnvi'rsion

into li«^lil of sonu? other form of cncr^n', usuall}

eloctric i)r olectronia«^nctic, imparted to a hody

from oulsidc, and always ceoHes witli 1 lie exciting

cause.

Mtan Free Path.—Tlic mean iVec path nl' a gaseous

molecule is the a\erage distance to whi(;h it

can m()\(' without coming intn collision with

other molecules.

Molecule.—The word molecule literally signifies a

little masSy and, as used in this hook, must ha\e
no further meaning attached to it. The ulti-

mate state of di\ision of the rajjiilly mo\ing
stream which constitutes radiant matter can

only he touched upon here, and the terms

particle and nioleculf must iMjth he inleii)rete<l

only in their widest sense.

Pliosphoj'escenre.—This term as applied to vacuum-
tuhe ]>henomena is used for the emission ol"

light hy certain suhstances after the excitation

of Huorescence has ceased ; thus the ghiss of a

H(")ntgen-ray bulb sometimes continues to glow
after the c(^ssatif»n of the discharge.

Kadiahility. This is a term suggested hy Mr
Hyndman for the degree of penetrability or

trans] )arency of a substance to any given kind

of radiation.



X-RAYS SIMPLY EXPLAINED

CHAPTEK I

HISTORICAL AND EXPLANATORY

Preliminary.—The interesting phenomena result-

ing from the discharge of electricity at high electro-

motive force through gases at pressures ranging from

two or three atmospheres to about ^ly^-^j^isiru ^^ ^^^

atmosphere will be discussed in historical order up

to the discovery of the X-rays by Professor Kontgen.

A suitable glass ])ulb for studying the effects of

discharges at comparatively low vacua may contain

two electrodes provided with knobs attached to brass

rods capalile of sliding in a tightly fitting packed

neck so that adjustment of the discharge-distance is

possible. The base of the bulb can be screwed to

an air-pump and exhaustion carried to any desired

degree.

Discharge— Phenomena.—The discharge from an

ordinary induction coil between the electrodes

at atmospheric pressure takes woll-kuown forms.

9



10 X-UAYS SIMPI.V KXPLAINEI)

Willi tlu' flccliudr.s ((HI far scjiaialcd lur any

jietual 8]>ark to ])aHs. tliiii ]iurj>l(? Ircr-likc* stn»aks

proceed Irnm tlinii and a|»])i*ar t(» Imsli (nit in all

dire('ti»)ns, wlnlc t'lnm llir tips df the sinallcHl twi^H,

as one may Umhi thciii, slrai^dit and very line Idni^

lines seem to stick onl like tin' liaiis of a lnusli

;

this appearance orij^inated tlic term " binsli dis-

chari^e." Tlie elle(;t is far more n(»ticealile if the

dischar«^e takes |)lace between jM.iiits or is the lesnlt

of a rapidly oscillating JvM.l". W'licii the distance

between the electrodes is nearly rednced to the

maximum length of spark obtainable from the coil,

the dischaige becomes a long jmrple thread with

abortive tree-like branches leaving it at dillerent

])oints along its track ; these subdivide into finer

and liner streaks until th€>y are lost to sight and

reach tluii destination as silent discharges. At

a still shorter distance the s]>ark is wavy and

free from ramifications. Its colour is bright blue

and it is accompanied by a loud snap. With further

approximation of the electrodes the spark assumes

a reddish colour and thickens, the noise being

greatly reduced ; at the same time the heating

ell'ect is much intensified and reaches a maximum
when the electrodes are nearly in contact. In

these circumstances the spark appears as a thin

blue streak surrounded by a thick yellow, slightly

luminous sheath of hot gas. If the spark-frequency

is increased the time-interval for the cooling of the

gap between the discharges is so far reduced as to

maintain the gases in a state of high tem])ornture and
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low resistance. If the electrodes jire plartMi in linr

and arc* fn^e in space instead of bein^ enclosed in a

l)ulb the phenomenon known as an arc then replaces

that known as a spark ; the thin l»lue line? almost

vanishes, hut an enlarged form of the yellow slujath

is carried ujjwanl in an arch or })eak somewhat

resemhiing the low-voltage carhon arc, so named

by Sir llumi)hry Davy because of its appearance.

A long and thick arc of this type is a danger-signal,

inasmuch as it indicates the presence of a compara-

tively heavy current at high voltage. It may seri-

ously overheat the secondary of a coil or transformer

if it is maintained for long, and if passed through the

body is likely to prove fatal or extremely dangerous.

Precautions against tliis danger are particularly

necessary with transformers or spark-coils operated

])y alternating currents or by high-voltage mains and

mercury or electrolytic interrupters.

If the pressure in the bulb V)e greater than that

of the atmosphere, the spark-length is less than

that obtainable in ordinary air, and the discharge is

louder and more violently sudden.

If, however, the air be gradually exhausted, most

interesting phenomena succeed each other in the

following order :

—

(1) First, when the pressure is but slightly reduced

the discharge still occurs even though the electrodes

are separated by two or three times the normal

distance. Its form is still that of a spark, though

it is quieter and more thread-like.

(2) The discharges broaden until they assume the
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itiiiii ui a iijick |iiii|»li.sli pink ;4l«»\v wliidi swj'lls in

ihr luiddK' ami I'alls away uiilil it is (jiiiL<^ narrow

nrar tlu^ eloctrodi's. I'liis j^low, known as tlie

•positin' columu, fades to nothing'' near llic cathode,

wliicli is tipjM'(| wilh violet li^lil known as (lie

ncij <•' ice ylouK

I*etween the |h(.siIi\c cohinin and the ne^^ative

^d»)W is a small, ill-detined non-lnniiiKMis ret^ion known
as the F((r(uhtii dark sjxicr.

At ihe same time tiie eonductivity rises to a hh^\\

valne, and only a very small electromotive force is

necessary to maintain the discharge.

(."•) The ]»ositi\e colnnin ex])ands until it occupies

the whole hulh, the iH3j4ati\e glow increases and

forms a sheath of violet light round the cathode,

and I he laraday dark space enlarges.

[l) Tlie positive column lneaks nj) into a series of

thutuating nehulous discs or strke of glowing gas

sejiarated by dark sf»aces.

At the same time the Faraday dark space enlarges,

the negative glow increases in l)rightness and volume

and emits powerful ultra-violet light which excites

dark green fluorescence in the glass, and the con-

ductivity decreases. Prof. J. J. Thomson has in-

vestigated tlie potential gradient along the axes of

the striic with most interesting results.

(5) Tlie negative glow detaches itself and moves

increasingly far from the cathode, the intervening

space being non-luminous.

(6) At still higher exhaustion the green fluor-

escence disappears and the detached negative glow
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loaves ii (lark sj)jico of sharply (IcHikmI oiilliiH! Ims

Uveeii itself and the cathode, u])oii which a thin

violet glow appears.

This iioii-luiiiinous region, known as the " (Jrookes

dark si)ace," is of the greatest importance, and as

exhaustion proceeds tlio negative glow r(^tires Ijeforo

it until the dark space approaches the limits of tlie

walls of the tube.

(7) Tlie smaller glows at the surfaces of the anode

and cathode dwindle, and the chief phenomenon in

the interior becomes the dark space, though the walls

begin to emit a In'ight apple-green fluorescent light.

It is noticed that curious non-tluorescent patches

are produced on the glass wherever any object such

as the anode intervenes between it and the cathode,

and that these shadows follow on a magnified scale

the general outline of the object as they would do if

they were real shadow^s resulting from light emitted

by the cathode ; in the meantime the conductivity

of the bulb is greatly reduced.

Certain characteristics of the lower vacuum dis-

charge may be mentioned at this point to aftbrd

comparison with the discharges in a Crookes vacuum.

If a conductor be brought to the side of the bulb

the purple stream (2) is deflected towards it. The

stream is, in fact, a column of gaseous molecules

which probably pass on electrical charges by acting

as carriers, and may be likened to a line of men
passing buckets of water from hand to hand to

extinguish a fire.

A column of gas conveying charges in this manner
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is ill many ri'spt'ds (.M|ui\alriit t<» u stationary ((tii-

iluctor canvinj^' an ordinary cuiTcMit ; like such a

conductor, it is surroundctl Ity circular lines of

magnetic forcr, and <»ii tlic aj)])roach of a magnet

it tends to move at right angles to the lines of its

field. (See any elemt^ntary hook on Klectricity and

Magnetism.)

'i'hus like a tlexilile wire tlie gaseous coliiinii in the

partial vacuum is (l(»tle(;ted on the a]»])i-oach of a

nuignet to the outside of (lie tuhe, and I)cla Kive

has further shown that the stream can he caused

to rotate round an insulated magnet i)laced inside

the hull) and lying along its axis, as in Faraday's

early experiments with solid conductors.

The purple light of the discharge is accompanied

hy invisihle rays the rate of vihration of wliich is

greater than that of ordinary light, though their

nature is otherwise identical.

The electro-magnetic ether viltiations of light

range from about 400 to about 800 l)illions of com-

plete vibrations per second, the slowest being those

of red light and the most rapid (800 Ijillions) being

those of violet light. The ultra-violet (beyond violet)

light, which is quite invisible, ranges in frequency

from aboi't 800 billions to abo7it 1619 billions per

second. The ordinary electric arc and the mercury

vapour lamp are both rich in these rays, but we are

chiefly concerned with those produced by the vacuum
tube.

Ultra-violet light excites vigorous fluorescence in

certain materials, and this property is utilised in
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oiiKiiiieutiil Viicuuiii Lilians; soiiH'tiiiics ]>arls of tin;

tiil>e are of uranium j^lass wliidi fluoresces a dark

rich green. Solutions of eosin, uraniuc, tluorescein,

sulpliate of (piininc, and other substanc(;s thioresce

with diflerent colours if exposed to these rays.

Mean Free Path.—The molecules of a gas are in

a state of constant and violent commotion, each

moving independently with great velocity in con-

tinually varying directions.

In hot gases the molecules move with greater

velocity than in cold, and it is clear that the average

distance which a molecule can travel, without collid-

ing with another, must be inversely proportional to

the number of molecules in a given volume of the

gas. If this numl)er be halved, the average inter-

molecular distance, and therefore also the average

or mean free path, must be doubled.

The Crookes Dark Space.— It will be remembered

that at verij high exhaustion the dark space occupies

the whole of the bulb ; in other words, there is no

purple glow throughout the interior.

A possible explanation is that the violet glow seen

at comparatively low ^'acua is caused by the energetic

collision of the molecules of gas under the inlluence

of the charges imparted to them, the beginning of the

Crookes' dark space showing that the mean free path

has become sutHciently long for the '* particles

"

which have been negatively charged at the cathode,

or are in themseh'es charges, to mo\e an appreci-

able distance from it, before meeting those which

are differently charged. If the air be further
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t'xhaiisU'il the ininilMT nf nidlcculi's in a ;^nvcn

spac(^ lossons. ami I lie mean tree ]»ath is consecpiently

l(Ui«^er, tilt' irsiill liriiij^f that the cnllisioiis occur

at a j^rt'attM' tlistancc IVnm the catluHlc, and the

^loNV which they cause is c(jrresj)«>n(lin^rly further

away. Such cx])lauati(»n, however, must he accepted

only with extreme cautiou, especially in view of the

recent developments in the theory of the Crookes*

tuhc. It is found, as lui^ht he expected, that the

houndary hetween the <laik and the iclowing spaces

is very hrightly illuminated, and it is supposed that

in this rejifion the hii^dily charcjcd " particles," moving

away from the cathode with enormous velocity in

straight lines, first meet those which are moving

chaotically.

When the mean free path becomes longer than the

distance hetween the kathode and the wall of the

Indb, very little collision takes place; what there is,

is more generally distrihuted, and the daik s})ace fills

the whole interior of the hulb, the luminous gas being

reduced to a faint blue cloud which, as the exhaus-

tion is carried still further, retires behind the anode,

eventually vanishing altogether.

During the staj^es of exhaustion described the

resistance of the bulb to the discharge falls to its

lowest value, and commences to rise again, until at

a vacuum even higher than any we have at present

considered, no considerable discharge can l)e forced

through the bulb, even by the highest electro-

motive forces.

The daik s])ac(^ having spread as far as the walls
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of the Lube, tlic paiticli's proccHMlino- lioni lIk; cathode

meet witli no serious o))stach3 until thc^y striken the

glass of the hiilli, hut a new set of phenomena, nf

greater interest and beauty than any yet encountered,

is presented.

Cathode Ilai/s.—These phenomena wc^ie thorouj^dily

investij^^ated by Sir William Crookes in a series

of intensely interesting experiments which o])ened

up a new field of research, and paved the way
for Eontgen's discovery in November 1895 ; and it

has been thought strange that Sir William Crookes,

Prof. Lenard, and the investigators immediately

following them, did not discover X-rays, which were

frequently produced in a greater or less degree in the

course of their experiments. Nevertheless, it was

only during the latter portion of the sixteen years

which elapsed between the discoveries of Crookes

and Eontgen that experiment and research led

finally to the publication by Eontgen of the account

of his new rays.

A brief outline must serve to include the more
important experiments which intervened between the

work of Sir W^ Crookes and that of Professor Eontgen,

but before proceeding a few necessary terms must be

explained.

For fluorescence and phosphorescence see

alphabetical list of definitions, p. 8.

A Crookes' tube, so called because the word
" tube " had come to be the generic term for all ex-

hausted glass vessels arranged for studying the dis-

charge of electricity through rarefied gases, may be

19—2
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cilluT slrai;^f|il, Ik'IiI; ImiIImhis. or of any (iLlici" sliajiL'

tlwil may l»e suitalilr Ini j>arl inilar ('xperiiiieiils.

The essentia/ n\' a ('lookcs' IuIm- is the cxluumtion

U) BlK'h a (It'jilrc that thr ilaik space (i((Uj»i<'S tlic

wliolo of its interior, all the. phenomena <if any

ini]M)rtanco hein*; |)ro(biee(l liy a sticain of ne^ati\(*ly

eliar^e(l " |)art ides " in<>\in;^ outwaid fi-om tlie

cathode, with enoiniujis velocity, in liiicH which are

jM'rfectly straii^ht nmler nnrmal coiKlilifHis.

Cathode Rays is the term a])|)lie(l to this stream

of chargiMl " paiticles," wliicli is also alluded to as

the cathode sti'eam.

Fluorescence, it has l)een shown that wherever

th(» eatlKtde stream im]>inges on the glass wall of

the hull), its enei<j^y is converted into li<»ht. In

other words, it causes tlnorescence. The light given

out under the action of this *' bond)ai(lment " is

dependent n])on the chemical constituents of the

glass, uranium giving dark green and lead-glass

hlue.

Crookes' tubes, however, are usually constructed

of soda-glass, which gives a bright ap]»le-green

tiuorescence, the total light emitted by a large bulb

being often considerable. Though other kinds of

glass are occasionally used, a canary-yellow or

apple-green light emanating from the bulb itself is

an infallil)le sign of conditions attaining or approach-

ing those which characterise a Crookes' vacuum,

while an almost total absence of illumination in the

residual gases in the Indb indicates a high degree of

vacuum ap]>roaching that employed in X-ray bulbs.
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Many materials of a inincral iiatuiu lluonjscc when

nioiiiit(Ml ill the direct patli of tlu^ cathode Htrcjiin,

and souHi of the effects so produced me ;ininiiL,^ llie

most beautiful that pliysical resc^arch has given

to us.

It must he remembered tliat Ihiorescence is actual

conversion of the energy given up by the cathode

stream as it impinges upon the l)odies placed in its

path. The effect is one of primary luminous genera-

tion, and the colours produced, which depend on the

frequency or wave-length of vibration excited in the

material, have no relation to the natural colour of the

substance. Some of the most beautiful efl'ects are

produced by materials which are ordinarily perfectly

white.

Diamonds do not always emit the same colour, but

one mentioned by Sir W. Crookes gave a brilliant

green liglit.

Kubies, which are crystals of alumina, liuoresce a

deep rich crimson, even if the specimens employed

are quite colourless. Sir W. Crookes showed that

precipitated alumina gave the same rich red as its

aristocratic relative and that after continued action

the powder assumed a permanent pink tinge and

became possessed of certain properties identical with

those of crystalline alumina, suggesting that the

continual jostling by the cathode stream had worried

the alumina into a diflerent molecular arrangement

—had perhaps even tidied it up into some degree of

crystalline respectal)ility.

Dolomite, a double compound (magnesium car-
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luiiiuLr ami falciuiii carlxuuitt'), shines irtl. Jiui lias

the a))|»(»araiic(' of a ])ie('t^ of ;^lowin«^ coal.

Willriiiiic ( iiiiiirral silicate

of zinc) }^iv»'s an intt'nso

green light, sometimes of two

or three eandle-jtower, zinc

snlphitle emits a similar hnt

somewhat darker green, and

iiiMiiy nihcr iiiiiif'rals Ihioresce

ill viirions hues. A eomnion

whelk shell carefnlly calcined

liy ignition gives most hc^anti-

fnl and delicate hlues, greens,

and pinks according to the

nature of the chemical im-

purities retained on various

> parts of its surface.

I Fig. 1 illustrates a type of

\^ y tube arranged for showing the

tiuorescence of one large j)iece

of mineral held in a claw of

S—r^
glass. Sometimes the glass

/^""^ N sui)porting stem has three or

^ ^ four branches each suj>port-

Fu;. i.-Cummon type of "^g ^ Separate picce of

Crookes' tube for exhibit- mineral.
ing (luorescence excited by ^^ i. •

i / 4.-

riHi .ut matter. ^any materials (sometimes

the glass of the hulli) con-

tinue to glow or phosphoresce with a pale light

after the discharge has ceased.

Cathode rays travel with enormous velocity, and
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behave in iiumy respects as t()M(;iits n\' projcjcLiles

would do.

That they move outward from the cathode in

perfectly stravjht lines has l)een well shown \)y means

of a V-shaped tube with a disc electrode at each end.

On making the riglit-hand disc the cathode, the

whole of the right-hand portion of the tube uj) to

the bend is rendered fluorescent ; if the current be

reversed, the left-hand portion of the tube is illumi-

nated up to the bend, while the other arm of the V
remains dark.

Magnetic Dejlection of Cathode Rays.—It has been

explained that the purple stream in a vacuum tube

of comparatively slight exhaustion can be deflected

by the approach of a magnet to the side of the tube,

the deflexion occurring only where the magnetic

field crosses the path of the stream, which resumes

its former direction when it has got beyond the

disturbing influence.

This stream behaves like a flexible conductor

carrying a current from the positive electrode to

the negative ; it is pulled aside by the magnet

but returns to the easiest path between the two

electrodes.

In a Crookes' tube, however, the cathode stream

is bent down in a curve which resembles the trajectory

of a projectile drawn out of its otherwise straight

path by the earth's gravitational force. In fact its

behaviour is that which would be expected of a

stream of particles possessing momentum and sub-

jected to a transverse force.
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rill' liottud lint' ill Mlj. 1'(")«1»<»ws tlic ilclh'clinn (,i

iIm" low-vacinuii strc.iiu under lln^ iiilliiL'iic;e <»i" a

luMst'-slidc iii;i;4^in't placr.l Kciicalli it; ti^r. 2 (//) hIiows

til'' I'-'lli <»l" a iMMicil (if caUiodc rays under tln'

inlluence o( a similar nia^niet, llic cliniiLiv nf direotioii

luakiiiLT it«<'lf evident l>y a new place of iiluiMiiudion

(5)

3^>^
K 3>

Fig. 2.— Eflect of a magnetic field on the directions of deflection of—
{a) A conductimj sfream of ^'as at a comparatively low vacuum.
{h) A stream o{ lu'iiaJivehj charged part ides thrown off frnm the

cathode at a high velocity.

on the wall of the tu])e. The whole path can be

shown l)y allowing the stream to graze along a strip

coated with Huorescent material.

Again, two cathode streams moAing in parallel

paths as independent streams will diverge, an ett'ect

which has its counterpart in the re])ulsion between

parallel wires carrying currents in the same direction.

Another influence capable of deflecting cathode
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I'ays ircjiii llicir sLiJiigliL cuur.se i.s electroHtatic

attraction <»i' i('i)ulsioii (nee list of deJinition.s) l^y

iieig"hl)ouring (*liai<^('(l ImxIjcs, l)ut the effect is not

very easy to demonstrate.

Ajyparcnt liecoil.
—

']'ul)es have been constructed

with cathodes having foui- vanes, all f;oated on the

upper surface with mica so that the under surface

gives off the cathode stream, the anode l)eing placed

for convenience at the top of the bulh. The vanes

are placed at the ends of wires projecting from a

central pivoted boss, the appearance of the bulb

being not unlike that of a Crookes' radiometer.

When the discharge is passed the cathode rays are

thrown off from the bare sides of the vanes, and

cause rotation such as they would experience if there

were a recoil effect at their uncoated faces.

Mechanical Effect of Cathode Stream..—The effect

which can be produced by the apparent mechanical

momentum-energy of the cathode stream is more

directly shown by the tube illustrated in fig. 3,

Plate I., where the cathode stream impinges upon

the upper half of a small wheel of mica vanes

running on glass rails. By reversing the discharge

at the right moments the wheel may be made to run

in either direction.

The effect is further illustrated by placing in a

tube four metal plates, equally spaced, above a pivoted,

horizontal disc of mica. The plates are sloped at an

angle of 45'' so that the cathode stream proceeding

from them strikes down on the plate obliquely, like

rain in a high wind. The energy delivered has thus
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two coiiipdiienls, one jicliiij^ vt'ilically downwards

and prohahly i)roducing heat and tluoroscence, the

olhiT l)eing partly expended in pro(hicing rapid

rotational movement in the disc. A most beautiful

ai)pearance results from previously dividing the disc

into quadiauts painted with ditl'erent fluorescent

minerals, which cause qui\ering and shifting colours

until the rotation becomes so rapid that they blend.

Heating Effect.—liecent researches scarcely leave

room for the old theory that these efl'ects were due

to the direct mechanical impact of molecular or

atomic masses moving at high velocities; it is

pro])able that the forces result from heat generated

by the impact of the rays and acting upon the

vanes as it does in its radiant form in a Crookes'

radiometer.

The magnitude of the heating effect is strikingly

illustrated by a tube made as shown in fig. 4, Plate

I. The cathode is a large cup of aluminium, which

acts in accordance with the following principles :

—

It has been shown that the particles thrown off

from the cathode tend to follow paths nearly at right

angles to its surface, and in ordinary Crookes' tubes

the tendency is very strong, though it ceases to be

true when X-ray vacua are reached.

It follows that rays proceeding from the whole

interior surface of a cup-shaped cathode in straight

lines normal to that surface must form a kind of

focus where they meet and are concentrated. Tliis

focalisation must not be confused with that obtained

by the reflection of light, heat, sound or Hertzian
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waxes lioiii jtaralxilic or .s])ln'i ical Illinois, as iho

(•atlnuU* rays actually come into boiug at tlu; Kiirl'ace

of I lie (Mlji.

Tn [\\v tnlj^e of the cuji, lig. -4, IMaic I., a small

piece of plat iniiiii foil is attached l»y an ujtriL^dit

supjiort so that it. lies eccentrically at a short dis-

tance on one side (»f the focal jioint of the cathode

stream. 'Die discharge from an induction coil

tliidUL^li tilt' tube leaves it cool until th(^ cathode

sti-eam is deflected on to it l»y a magnet, when it

([uickly gets re<l oi- wjiite hot, or cncii melts; two

])roj)erties of radiant matter are thus simultaneously

illustrated.

Fur lecture demonstration, Sir AVilliam ( 'rookes

placed in a lantern a small Crookes' tube with a concave

cathode ananged to send the focussed beam along

the axis of the tube. The undisturbed rays came to

a focal point just above the cathode without notice-

able results ; but on deflecting the stream to the glass

walls of the tube, so that the bent rays were focussed

thereon, a coating of wax on the outside of the glass

was tirst melted, then small cracks appeared until

the heated glass finally collapsed, admitting the

atmosphere and destroying the vacuum.

The dotted lines in («) and (b), tig. 3, show respec-

tively the ])ath (^f the rays when undisturbed, and

when defected by the magnet.

The thermal effect of the focussed stream is of

great importance in X-ray work, and gives rise to

practical troubles which are considered hereafter.

The temperature at the point rif impact of a cathode
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stream is capa])!^ of convei'ting cliainond into aiiKJi-

phous car})()ii and of melting osiniiiiu, tantahun, and

tungsten, an ()j)eration which recpiires sonietliing hke
3000"^ C.

Cathode-Ray Shadoios and Fatvjvc.—An object

(^) (h)

Fig. 3,—Experiment for showing the fusing of the glass wall of a

Crookes' tube by a magnetically deflected, focussed cathode
stream.

placed in the path of the cathode stream cuts it off,

and a " shadow " or non-tiuorescent area is produced

on the walls of the tube or on any screen of tiuorescent

material placed therein. If the ol)ject be at some

distance from a small cathode and fairly near the

tube- wall or the screen, very sharp " shadows " are

obtained.
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Tlu' licauty ot' the "railway" Miln'. )ii('\ ioii.sly

(loscrilMMl, is j^roally ciiliaiiccd liy ihc rcinarkalile

play aii<l iiiovciiit'iit (»!' the lliiorc^scence (ni lliegliiHS

walls as I lit' lolaliuL; \an(*s alternately stop the

stream ami allnw it to ])ass.

V'\'j,. 'J. Plate 1., shows a tiib(^ ((jlteii as much as

Id in. ill length) with a cathode at the small end and

a mica cross near ilir lai^r and slightly curved front.

The cross is attached to its support by a small hinge,

and can he shaken down out of the ])ath of the

cathode stream. When the cross is erect and the

discharge i»assing in the right direction a non-

lluoresc(Mit shadow is cast, all the surroundinj' •'lass

at llu' large end being brightly illuminated with the

characteristic apple-green light. If, after leaving the

current on for a few seconds, the cross be shaken

down and the discharge started again, the previously

shadowed cross-sha})ed area l)ecomes more Inilliantly

luminescent than its surroundings, showing that the

glass has partially lost its fluorescing power, and

exhil)its a species of " molecular fatigue " such as

occurs in materials suljjected to mechanical strain,

etc. ; this effect has been wrongly attributed to the

heating of tlie unshadowed glass.

Fluorescence fatigue of the glass occurs in X-ray

tubes, but does not involve any deterioration, and, if

anything, is advantageous, as less energy is absorbed

in producing light-waves over the area of impact on

the glass. Moreover, a decrease of luminosity in the

bulb renders screen-work easier. (See Chapter on

X-ray Ihilbs.)
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Electric Charge carried hy Cathode Kai/s.—M. Perrin

{Comptcs rendus, 121, p. lloO, 1895) and Prof, (now

Sir) J. J. Thomson {Proc, Camh. PhU. JSoc, ix., 1.S97)

have made experiments which show tliat cathode

rays convey a considerable ne^^ative charge, and

can give it up to a body wliich they strike, and

Sir J. J. Thomson succeeded in deflecting them by

means of an electrostatic field.

Cathode Rays in Air.—The experiments made

by Professor Lenard in 1894 show that the cathode

rays can pass through a thin aluminium disc, and

that if such a disc is employed as a window to a

Crookes' tube they will emerge into the air. The

supposition among English scientists was that their

power of penetration was imparted to them by the

velocity and momentum which they were supposed

to gain in the bulb.

In Lenard's tube, fig. 1, Plate I., the cathode K
is an aluminium disc connected with the negative

terminal of the induction coil by the platinum wire

(marked — ) which is fused into the end of the tube.

The anode a, a brass cylinder fitting tightly into

the main glass tube and terminating 12 nnn. behind

the cathode, is connected with a wire wdiich is fused

into the glass and outwardly joined to both the

outside case and the earth.

At the left-hand end is a metal covering cap

pierced by a small hole over which a very thin

aluminium disc is cemented with marine glue. The
disc and cap are in metallic connection with each

other and with the wire. To prevent the aluminium
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wiiitldw riuiii .icliiiL; MS ,111 .iikmIc, and ItccdiiniiLJ

(Mnmdcd, it is scicciicd ;il tlic IkkIv liy a |>('rt'<»ial('(l

iiii'tal cuNcr. Tilt' whole inlic is cik losrd in a metal

case }»rnvid('d willi an (ijtciiin;^ npjtosiUj t<» the

witidow, and carlh-cnnnecUMl (sec; ahove).

When sueh a luhe is in action, th(j ])ath ol" the

rays is seen as a faint hnisli-lik(5 j^low s])rea(ling

outwards in the tliicctions indicatctl hy the lines in

the liL,nire to a distance of ahont 5 centimetres; this

has ])een attrihuted to the collision of the issuing

radiant matter with th(^ molecules of the air. Uy

exploring the iield in front of tlie tuhe with a screen

of riuoreseent material, Lenard showed tliat after

]>assing through the aluminium the catlmde lays

sjiread out much as light spreads in a cloudy suh-

stance such as smoke, milky water, or o])al glass.

This was demonstrated hy (jl»serving the shadows

cast hy metallic wires at ^'arying distances Ijetween

the window and the screen.

"With the screen at 3 cm. from the window, a

wire 2 mm. tliick cast no visihle shadow. As the

wire was l)rought nearer to the screen a sliadow

aj)peared, hut was not well defined until they were

in contact.

Trofessor Lenard also showed that the fluorescent

})atch on the screen was hrightest at the centre, and

in fact liad mucli the same general appearance as

the patch produced by a ])eam of light after passing

throufjh a trouj^h of milk. This he took to be a

proof that the rays had actually passed through the

aluminium and were not produced at the outer
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surface of the plate l)y some action conveyed IVoui

within.

Many sul)stanees weie rendered llii<»i-escent hy the

Lenard rays, inchiding cale spar, tlie phos})hide8

of the alkaline earths, various kinds of glass, fpiartz

rock salt (Huorescence blue), alununa produced by

corrosion of aluminium, various platino-cyanides

and several salts of organic and inorganic origin.

Many of these substances also phosphoresced brightly.

The best screen was made by painting with a ])rush

on tissue-paper, melted pentadekylparatoleketone,

which gave bright green Huorescence.

Liquids such as fluorescein, Magdala red, sidphate

of quinine, etc., which all fluoresce in ordinary light,

showed no effect whatever, though quinine in the

solid state <?ave a brilliant blue.

The rays penetrated through gold, silver, and

aluminium foil ; two ' thicknesses of tissue-paper

showed a faint shadow ; writing paper showed a

distinct diminution of the rays ; and cardboard 3

mm. thick was quite opaque. Water was only

transparent when in very thin layers, but gases were

comparatively transparent.

The external cathode rays observed by Lenard

w^ere abundantly mixed with the yet undiscovered

Rontgen rays, though the silhouettes he produced on

photographic plates were probably partly due to

real cathode rays. That the phenomena were not

wholly caused by X-rays is proved by the fact that

he passed the radiation into a second tube, also

exhausted, and there deflected it with a magnet,
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wliiili is iin]x)ssil»l(' wiih Iltiiii^cii i.i\s. 'i'liis sliml

ski'lfli <»l' rrofrssm l.niaid's cxim-i iiiiciils is drawn

ill tlir main from Mr 1 1 yiiiliiiaii's ninst intorostin^

l>o()k Jutilialion, and I'nmi I'lolrssdr .1. d. 'Idi(Hii8on*K

works.

The I^ature of Cathode linijs.— In \.\\v fni('<r()ing

account cathode rays have been descrilxMl as streams

of cIuu^mI " particles" tliidwn oil" ])y rejmlsion from

the catliode, and travelling at enormous velocities.

All their oft'ects have Ijeen explained on this hy])o-

thesis, hut the ]H(>]>ei'ties of T.enard's exteinal cathode

rays, and the mere fact tliat tliey can l)e l)rought

outside the tul>e, have led many jjjiysicists of eminence

to consider them as some kind of disturbance of the

H'ther.

Generally speaking, the English scientists have

adopted the radiant-matter or cor])Uscular theory

originated by Sir W. Crookes, while the Continental

explanation was a'thereal. It is to the Continental

scientists that we owe the term " Cathode Ray," and

though it was used by them in contradistinction to

Crookes' name—" Radiant Matter," it has gradually

made its way into England, where it has been

generally accepted.

One of the arguments brought forward by the

supporters of the aetheric theory is that radiant

matter could not penetrate the aluminium window

of Lenard's tube, and to overcome the difficulty it

was suggested that the radiant matter strikes the

inner surface of the window, inducing Lenard's rays

on the outside. In view f»f the nature of some of
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the ettects obtained l)y Lenaid, it is impossiljle to

accept this except as more ihaii a ])aitial explana-

tion; moreover, Professor J. J. Tlmmson always

thought it unnecessary to assume that the molecular

stream is inca])al»le of ])enetrating the window.

Mechanical ell'ects \vere explained by (JontinenLal

scientists as of a secondary nature, and thermal

effects were attributed to direct conversion of the

energy of the iXitherial disturbance into heat.

By using external electrodes acting on the interior

of the tube by electrostatic induction, Sir W. Crookes

proved that the stream did not consist of metallic

particles torn off and projected from the cathode.

Metal can be torn off in consideral)le quantities from

internal electrodes, but there is no possibility of

making it responsible for the main effects.

The experiments of Hertz and Lenard were held

by leading German physicists to be proof that the

rays were in the nature of ?etheric vibrations like

light and other electromagnetic waves. The corpus-

cular theory supported in England has held its own,

though it had eventually to be modified, electronic

being substituted for molecular or atomic conceptions.

Long before the actual triumph of the corpuscular

over the a^theric theory. Sir William Crookes fore-

shadowed it by the far-seeing suggestion that the

rays consisted of matter in. a fourth state—finer and

sul)tler than the lightest and most palpable gas

imaginable.

In 1898 it became known that Sir J. J. Thomson,

with the wonderful insight, accuracv, and constructive

19—3
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iii'^enuily which hiiv(M'haracU>riH(Ml all his rescan hrs,

Imd (U'tlecteil the cathodo lays l»y luagiu'tic ami

electric fields of for(;o, and li.id jhoncmI hy his suh-

8(Mpieiit lucasuri'imMits and caU'idations that the mass

of a C'oiisliluoiit particlo in tho cathode stiiMini is

only altout
-J ^'ou- of that of a hydrugeii atom, which

had previously heen looke(l ii]hhi as the smallest

mass capahlo of in<li\idual participation in any

chemical or ))hysical action.

llie Electronic Theory of Matter.—Such ideas and

discoveries ])rovided the foundations up«)n which was

huilt the electronic theory of matter; for wo must

now conceive of the cathode ray as a stream of cor-

puscles of electricity moving at velocities varying

fn»ni GOOO to GO,000 miles per second, and of dinn^n-

sions so minute that one contained in a hydrogen

atom is as a speck of dust in a room.

Furthermore the atom of matter, nntliinkalily

minute as it is, must he considered as a definite

grouping of electrons in constant motion, yet so

widely separated that a hydrogen atom wilh its

18:>0 electrr>ns would he represented hy a s])here

liaving cuhical content ecjual to that of a cathedral

and containing 1830 flies.

Again, if the inconceivably small molecule itself

could be expanded to the size of a cricket-ball, its

constituent electrons being enlarged in iMoportion

and endowed wiili the power of affecting the eyes

as isolated objects when sufficiently magnified, a

powerful microsco])e would still be retpiired to enable

a human beini' to distinj^uish the individual electrons.
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IioiU(/en's Diacoveri/.— In LS!).") ProfcKsor Wilhclin

Koiirad Kontgeii aunounccMl his discovery of a new

kind of radiation capable of penetrating conHideral)le

thicknesses of substances which are (piite oi)a([ue to

onUiiary liglit.

Many were at first increihdous, especially those

with some knowledge of physics who were neverthe-

less nnac(piainted with the more recent researches

on cathode rays. Their scepticism was the natural

outcome of journalistic ignorance and gullibility,

which, in the case of at least one highly modern

newspai)er, has been so frequent and gross that it

has become a traditional source of amusement to

scientific readers.

Professor Eontgen found that when using Crookes'

tubes of unusually high vacuum certain rays

emerged from the tube and, unlike the cathode rays,

were not deflected by a magnet. Photographic

plates were affected l)y the new rays, and shadow-

pictures, now called radiographs, were ol/tained by

exposing to the radiation plates protected from

ordinary light and having opaque objects between

the film and the source of the rays.

Rontgen's radiographs were not excelled for some

time after the publication of his results. He ascer-

tained the comparative radial )ility of various sub-

stances, and found that wood, paper, leather,

celluloid, certain kinds of glass, diamonds, etc.,

were almost transparent to his " X-rays," that bone,

lead-glass, and other substances were semi-opaque,

while the opacity of metals seemed roughly propor-
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liniial l<» llicir aloiiiic wcij^hts, aliiiiiiiiiuiii hciiig

hiijlily ratlialtlc. and Irad or i»latiinnu almost ()})a<iue.

Ho also iiia<lr ladioj^'iaphs of llic^ hones in the

Imnil, etc., ami, ajtiMcciating tho imj)ortuiice of this

achievement, at onco conimunicated his results to a

great (Jerman ]ihysico-medical society.

Ftuonisceni Sirecn^.—Kontgen also experimented

on tluorescence, and mentione(l screens made of

harium-i)latino-cyanide, which rendered visihle the

shadows of o])a(|ue iKulies. In lad, the discovery

preceded that of the actinic ellects.

The many radiographs j)uhlishe(l shortly after-

wards in England hy Mr Cam])hell Swinton and

others concentrated i)ul»lic attention on this aspect

of the subject, and the use of fluorescent screens

was largely neglected.

Edison made exhaustive experiments on the

fluorescence excited in different materials by the new
rays, and sent a telegram to Lord Kelvin to the

effect that sheelite (calcium tungstate) was superior

to any platino-cyanide.

The news was immediately spread in England (by

the daily press of course) that Mr Edison had dis-

covered a method of *' seeing " the bones by X-rays,

and the scare headlines predicted the abolition of

all privacy by the use of " cameras " outside closed

rooms.

Rontgen was the true inventor of the fluorescent

screen, which really shows shadows or non-fluorescent

areas similar to that produced by the cross in the

" radiant matter " tube (fig. 2, Plate I.).
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Calcium tiingstate has not proved siii)eri()r to

barium-platino-cyanide for ordinary purposes, though,

as will presently appear, it has its uses.

Production of Rontgen Rays. — U^herever cathode

rays strike a solid body they produce Rontgen rays,

which, if tlie body is transparent to them, pass

through it and emerge on the other side as well as

being radiated from the surface exposed to their

impact.

Early Tubes.—In the early type of tube illustrated

in fig. 12, Plate I., the rays originate where the

cathode stream from the aluminium disc at the

small end strikes the surface of the glass at the

large end. If the stream is powerful the glass is

easily melted, and in any case the area of radiation

is so great that sharply defined shadows cannot be

obtained. Nevertheless the results were remarkably

good, considering the faults of the appliance.

The Focus Tube.—In 1896 a fundamental and

important improvement was introduced almost

simultaneously by Professor Elihu Thomson, Mr
Shallenberger, Mr Scribner, and Professor Herbert

Jackson of King's College. The latter is generally

credited with the first use of the focus tube, at least

in England, and it was for some time known in this

country by his name.

It is illustrated in fig. 5, Plate I., where K is a

concave aluminium cathode which directs a cone of

cathode rays to a concentrated focal point on the

anodal target or anti-cathode A (see Chapter on

X-ray Bulbs). At the point of impact the X-rays
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livv gtMUM'atoil, and as tin- taiu^ct is nt' )>laiiiniiii or

otIuM' rcfnictoiy and (ijkkjuc niclal, it iii»l nnly slaiidK

eonHidcniMi* t«iii|M'ranii(» riso, Imt it allows Iml litth*

jn'iu'tration itl" llic X-rays t<» its nn'tirso face.

Tilt' radial inn «jr('mMatt'<l at A jnncecds radially

niii wanls in all directions, ami as A is jdaccd jit an

angle of altonl 4r>'' with the axis of the tnl»e, tlu.*

ravs aie dire<ted towards tin* thin scMla-Lflass of the

hulhand riiiciyt' without fiicdiinteiing any consid(»r-

ahle opposition.

The dotted lini's in tig. 4 show the direction of

the catlKMU' str«'ani, an<l the dot-and-dash lines the

])aths of the liihitgeii rays.

The latter inchire fluorescence in the glass na they

pass out, the colour heing canary-yellow or apple-

green according to the material of the glass and the

degree of exhaustion, 'i'he luminosity of the ghiss ex-

actly coincides with the area ex])osed to the li<intgen

rays. The results ohtained with the focus tulx^

accord with the usual inverse-S(iuare law for point-

source radiation, and radiographic and screen ett'ects

are far shar})er and more detailed than those oh-

tained with the earlier tuhes. An account of

dilVerent types of tuhe is given helow, and the

following is from a short description (due to Mr
J. H. Gardiner) of the different stages of exhaustion

of a focus tube, conunencing with its first production

of cathode rays :

—

Stages of Vacmcm.—(1) The cathode rays are

visihle as a faint gasernis luminosity focussed in

front of the anti-cathode, which is uniformly red-hot.
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Consideral)lo gaseous tiiiiiiK'SCenct^ is sf^'ii lomid

and behind the anti-cathode, the dark Hj)ae(5 is just

visil)le and th(^ resistance is eciual to th;il <>f ;iii .lir-

gap between points separated by about } in.

\

/ / /
-

\ \

Fig. 4.—Directions of the cathode stream (dotted) and X-rays (dot

and dash) produced in a focus tube.

{Note.—The X-rays pass through the space occupied by the cathode

stream, and have only been omitted there to avoid confusion.)

(2) The cone of cathode rays is fainter and

focuses at a greater distance, producing a bright red

spot on the dull red surface of the anti-cathode.

The glass-fluorescence is greater and there is less

gaseous luminosity. Resistance = 1| in. of air.

(3) The cone of rays is invisible, there is a faint
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iiohulous ii^UiW in fiDUl. cd" tlu' iinli-caLliDtii', the lluor-

OHronco is more brilliant, and tlu; re8iKtanco = IJ in.

of ail'.

(4) The nebulous ^low has cic].! up tli(» front and

over tlu; back of (he anode, detaching itself ;ind foi in-

in<^ a faint elond behind it.. The lluoreseenee is at

its niaxinnun and the anti-cathode i« r«'d-hot at its

centre.

(o) There is now a su<lden change. All trace of

the ndtnlons cIimuI lias gone, tlu; target is no longer

red-hot, the iluorescenco lias diminished to J its

maxiniuni intiMisity, ami the resistaiwe = 4 in. of air.

l)uring tlu; latter stages of exhaustion tlu; cathode

stream, as far as it is visible at all, is seen to diverge

to a steadily increasing degree, so that the focus or

crossing point is eventually situated upon the anti-

cathode.

;Mr Gardiner found that the fluorescence excited

in a screen increases throughout these stages, while

the nuiximum i)hotographic ell'ect coincides with (4),

and is accompanied by the maximum of lluoreseenee

in the glass.



CHArTEK II

PROPERTIES, NATURE, AND USES OF

RONTGEN RAYS

Rejlection and Refraction.—Regular reflection is the

reflection obtained from a polished surface in contra-

distinction to the irregular or diffused reflection

yielded by powders, matt surfaces, etc. A ray of liglit

leaves a polished surface according to fixed and

known laws which only hold good if the molecular

arrangement is such that the roughnesses presented

to the ray are small in comparison to the length

of the waves of light.

On the assumption that X-rays are extremely

short setheric waves—far shorter than the smallest

nltra-violet waves known—it is clear that the polish

of a reflector for these rays must be finer by far

than anything obtainable with available materials

polished by human agency.

The remarkable researches of Professors Lane,

Freidrich, and Knipping, and of W. L. Bragg of Cam-
bridge, have shown, however, that reflection and

interference take place within the structure of

crystals, and the last-named worker succeeded in

41
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o])tainiii;4 popular rellrciidii iKnu llu» clcava«i:o surface

uf Miioa, which is kimwii In he particMil.nly dense in

nioh'cular arrangement.

In allenij>ls at refraction tliei-e lian heen no success,

])ut X-rays shar*' with li^dit tln'ii' ]>n\vci- of reihicin^r

the resistance of crystallines selenium. Like li^rht,

they also iliiler from cathode rays in heing unaHeeted

by magnetic or ehn-tric iields.

rhydoloylral EffecU.—The physiological effects are

of inttM'Cst and iuijtortanee ; and ihmmli X-rays are

not easily visilije to the noinial vyv, they allc'ct the

hlind und(»r certain conditions. Out of 240 pu])il8

in a hliiul school, inno were found ahle to perceive

liuntgen and cathode rays as colour, while two experi-

enced a j)aiiitid sensati<»n ; live out of the nine

perceived fluorescence rays from a l)ai ium-platino-

cyanide screen. In all these cases the trouble causing

the blindness was i)eripheral, not central.

The experiments of i). Lossalino show that after

prolonged adajttation to darkness and blindfolding

the in)rmal ami the cataract-aiHicted eye are both

afl'ected, the shajje of metallic objects between the

tidje and the eye being distinguishable. He supposes

these ett'ects to be due to fluorescence of the retina.

E. Dorii found that straight rods sometimes cast

bent shadows; he attriljutes this to the fact that

X-rays are not refracted by the humours of the eye,

and therefore cast on the retina shadows which cor-

respond to images ordinarily produced by bent rods.

X-Ray Dermatitis.—IJefore X-ravs had been lonf{

in use those constantly employing them developed
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serious c()in])laiiits, wliicli in man}- cases eventually

resulted in liorrible sufleriiig and the loss of lindis,

and occasionally of life. Sonic of the worst cases

were tlie result of persistent neglect of precautions

after the a])pearance of disease, and at a time wlim

means for its })revention were available.

Fortunately the least penetrative are most danger-

ous rays, and therefore considerable protection is

aftbrded by clothing and other fairly radiable ob-

stacles. Soft tubes are rich in these rays, and

therefore must be used with greater caution than is

required with hard tubes.

The trouljle generally begins on the back (jf the

right hand, as it is frequently used for testing and

viewing X-ray tubes and fluoroscopes ; but the face

and eyes are also attacked in time, and even clothing

is inadequate protection against excessive exposure.

Without giving medical details, the progress of the

disease may be indicated in a few words :

—

First the skin is irritated and feels hot and dry,

then blisters and red coloration appear, and are

followed by a discharge of yellowish serum lasting

for ten days or more.

This is succeeded by ulceration over the surface,

which changes to adherent " sloughs " of dead skin.

Eventually there are periods of deep ulceration,

which often becomes dangerous and cancerous in

nature and involves the removal of fingers.

The earlier stages are marked by violent irritation,

and the later by severe pain.

A characteristic feature is the formation of hard.
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warty nodules and a general t liickrnint^f of tlu' .skin,

winch in time may dcNclop dccj) crackH at the

kniK klfs. Thcao crackH, and I lie altsorljont clmracter

lussumrd hy the skin, make it an easy prey to 8ei)tic

]>nis()nin^, which may easily involve tlio arm and

entail amputation. The hair is also destroyed, and

the nails heeome scaly and fall oil".

Sonictiniea heal in «^ takes place after a year or more,

hut generally the ilisease proves incurahle, though

alleviation is ohtaincd from radium and other treat-

ment. In one case which has been watched with

interest hy the ])resont author for years, tlic injured

hand has been o})erated \\\nm and treated liy most

known methods, and, although it has been protected

from radiation ever since it developed seriously, its

present condition is not materially improved.

In the early days of long exposures it was not

uncommon to meet with cases of dermatitis resulting

from single exposures made for surgical purposes, and

ill a few cases there were symptoms resembling those

of sunstroke, i.e. vertigo, headache, sickness, sight

dimness, and entire prostration.

There are various deep-seated actions, and the

normal functions of certain organs seem to be in-

juriously affected by prolonged and careless exposure

to the rays.

Beneficial Effects of X-Rays.—Certain diseases are

undoubtedly cured and others are alleviated by

exposure to X-rays, but want of space excludes

anything more tlian a reference to the medical

aspect of the subject.
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Secondary Hays.—Secondary X-iays result I'ikiii

the incidence of X-rays upon the surl'acii nl" in.iny

substances, and tlicir extent varies consideraljly

according to the nature of the substance.

The secondary rays are largely of tlie same nature

as those wliich excite them, and may be looked

upon as the original rays scattered and dill'usely

reflected very much in the same way as liglit is

scattered by fog. Improved definition and detail

have even been achieved in radiography by the use

of stops and tubes of glass or metal to cut off' the

scattered radiation emitted by the large area of glass

which is excited by the rays before they leave the

bulb.

The Nature of X-Bays.—The nature of X-rays

was for long the subject of conflicting theories and

suggestions ; for instance, they have been held to be

streams of material particles, longitudinal a?theric

vibrations like sound-waves in air, aperiodic or

pseudo-wave impulses like explosive sounds in air,

and also setheric waves of far higher frequency and

shorter wave-length than any other known radiation.

Kecent discoveries in connection with the passage of

X-rays through crystals have strongly established

the last of these theories and enabled physicists to

estimate the wave-length and frequency.

The results give for X-rays a wave-length of about

10"^ cms. and a frequency of about 3 million l)illion

vibrations per sec, or nearly 40,000 times the rapidity

of vil>ration of violet light.

The Uses of X-Bays.—Besides the surgical uses
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ill (liaj^iiosis tliioii^li ra<li<»^nai»liy <>r ia(li()HC()j)y, ami

tlir iiH'ilical ircatiiKMil of tlisoase, there arc few ])nic-

tieal a]>|)licati(»ns oi X-rays.

Flaws can l>e found in castinj^s, luit IIkj iiicLIkhI is

iin(, (»f ])racti('al iiii]»nrtancc. rn»cinus stones can

lie ilistin^iiisiu'il fr«tni ])aste, ruhy, (uneraM, and

diamond heinj^^ more t ransparent than their imitalions,

wIliU' pearl is less so; hut cncii here tlic iiit'lliods

known to jc well* MS ar(^ ellective and more (•omriiiciit.

it is easy, accordin*^ to Diihois, to loeate jmmiIs in

oystci's in spite of the o])acity of tlie shells, and ihi;

jU'ocess is em]>loved in the ( "eylon fisheries to avoid

waste and thinning of the l)eds.

In l>iolo<rical and anatomical study X-rays are of

comsc iiixaluahle.
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AI'PAHATUS R)J: THE I'KODUCTION OK SUITABLE

DISCHARGE

The foregoing pages show that the source of supply

to tlie tube must be of liigh electromotive force, and

that for satisfactory working the source of supply

should be truly unidirectional.

The Induction Coil.—The induction coil is un-

doubtedly the best high-voltage appliance, and though

radiographs can be taken with coils giving 1-in. spark

and less, they are inadequate for serious work.

A 2-in. spark coil gives good results though with

long exposures, a 3 -in. works well, and a 6 -in. coil

can be used with comparatively hard tubes. Tew
cases require anything much larger, though heavier

discharges increase the penetration and reduce

exposures.

It should be remembered, hawever, that what

really matters most is the average value of tlie

current through the tube, and the higher this is the

shorter will be the exposures; the advantage of

coils giving long sparks is nuiinly in their ability to

overcome the resistance and back electromotive force

47
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of lll(» tulif. IikIomI, [\[VVV '\H iHt lllllil lo the cuiTcnt,

which may Ix* passnl lhi<m^li a [\\\>v. except that of

KJifi'ly for llic tuhe itsell".

The long-dehiyetl realisation tiiat lor Wireless (is

well as X-ray work a hea\'y <lischar^(5 is far more

impoitaut tlian a loii;^^ spark has hrou{^Hit al)out

moditiealioiis of desij^rn in d^ foHowjn}^ (lirectioiis:—
Tlic iii'ii invc is larL,'r]' and hr;i\ in- lliaii funniTly,

and is madt^ up of lainina- instead of i<iiiii(l wiic

Tlu5 finest modern imn is used, and in some, ciises.

the maximum ])ossil»Ie s])ace is iillcd hy it as a

result of using com})aratively thi(dv ])lat('s of hi;^hly

resisting magnetic alloy, which greatly reduces eddy-

currents.

The primary winding is of many turns of thick

wire capable of carrying the heavy currents taken

from high-Noltage ligliting mains, and is connuoidy

arranged so that the layers can he connected in

parallel or in series according to circumstances.

The art of constructing condensers has advanced

immensely in recent years, hut with modern in-

terrupters the importance of this appliance has

diminished. Mercury interrupters working with

gaseous dielectric need very little capacity, while

"NVehnelt and allied breaks interrupt the current so

suddeidy and comi)letely that the condenser can be

dispensed with. The secondary winding is of heavier

gauge, wound with less of the elaborate care for

insulation during the process, which at one time

made the work very tedious, and instead the finished

winding is impregnated with wax so ethciently by
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exhaustion in vacuinn-ovens that the linal iusnlatinn

is greatly superior to anything formerly achiev«Ml.

A commutator is a valuable ])ut not essential

accessory to tlie coil.

Platinuvi Interrupters.—Certain high-spee(l plati-

num interrupters now on the market are useful for

occasional and temporary work, but the heavy renewal

costs are prohibitive for extensixe use, and such

interrupters compare unfavoural)ly with other types.

Mercury Interriqyters.—Far better residts are ob-

tainable with good mercury interrupteis than with

platinum contacts, and the so-called " turbine " type

makes it possible to employ comparatively high

voltages for the primary of the induction coil ; the

circuit can consequently be interrupted with great

rapidity, the time necessary for the magnetic satura-

tion -of the core being much decreased. The result-

ing torrent of sparks, usually thick and hot, is ideal

for X-ray work, and when the tube is substituted

for the spark-gap the tube-current reaches a high

average value.

Further information about mercury interrupters is

given on pp. 90-95 and 97-98 of the author's Wire-

less Telegrcvphy for Amateurs, 3rd edition (Percival

Marshall & Co.), and more fully in X-Rays, by Dr
G. W. Kaye, pp. 62-66.

The Wehnelt and Caldwell-Siuinton Breaks.—These

produce very heavy discharges of high frequency,

iand in X-ray work give brilliant screen-effects and

short exposures. They must, however, be used with

caution unless a special heavy-current tube is used.

19—4
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For tho construction (»l" lucicurv .iiid Wclniclt

])r('ak.s rcfcriMK'c nmst 1)0 nuule to urticlcs in the

Model EiKjinci'T, \<il. iii. ji. 2. ,J;iii. I!>00, .iikI \nl.

vii. ]). 209, Nov. VM2.

Sources of Supply for Coils:— Accumabitors,

Pnmarii Batteries, and Dynamos.— (Jontinuons-

currcnt <lyiminos ami accmnulatorH or secondary

batteries arc in every way HU])erior to other sources

of current for induction coils, as serious X-ray work

makes jjfreat demands on the source of su]>]ily, and

the taking t>f one or twn radioLrra])hs soon exhausts

a small ])rimary l>attery.

Accuiiiulators arr far less troublesome than

])rimiiiy luitteries, if there are convenient means for

charging them. They can be obtained in portable

form, and have a low internal resistance and a high

E.M.F. cell for cell. On the other hand, primary

batteries need not be taken away for charging, and if

only a small annuuit of work is required of them they

are cheaper than accumulators.

AVhere a continuous-current lighting circuit is at

band accunndators may be used, but it is far better to

employ the supply mains themselves in conjunction

with a mercury or Wehnelt interrupter, and if

necessary a variable resistance. Large coils can

thus Ije energised from circuits at voltages as high

as 250. Turbine interrupters are even made with

synchronous motors for use on alternating-current

circuits, and are arranged to give unidirectional

secondar}' discharges.

If primary batteries must be used, the bichromate
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or chroiiiit' iicid ct'll is ])('i haps Kcst, nr, if 1 lie ('X|i(mis(»

is not too great, tlu3 Mtlison-Laljindc

'riiuiigli tlu5 latter gives a low ele(;tromotivo force,

necessitating the luso of a larg(^ ininilici- of the cells

in series, its internal resistance is very low and the

ampere-hour capacity is high. (See Small Accu/imc-

Uitors, Model Engineer Series.)

Wimsliicrst Machines.—Influence machines are in

some respects superior to induction coils, especially

in countries where there is not much atmospheric

moisture, and the Huorescent-screen eHects produced

by })owerful machines are wonderfully brilliant.

It is dillicult to be definite as to the minimum
size of Wimshurst which will produce radiographs,

tliough ([uite respectable specimens produced by §-in.

spark machines have been published. The sparks

given by different Wimshurst machines vary in

quality; some which are short and thick result from

the discharge of a considerable quantity of electricity

at a comparatively low electromotive force, others

which are long, purple streaks indicate the discharge

of a small quantity at high electromotive force.

The size of the small Leyden jars often supplied

with such machines is an important factor, Init,

broadly speaking, any Wimshurst giving fairly

freipient sparks 2 in. long will do good radiograjthic

work, though it may prove somewhat inadequate

for screen-illumination.

The nuichine should be carefully selected, and the

plates should be of alkali-free glass, unvarnished.

A large machine with several plates usually gives
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till' lu'sl results wju'ii ((tiiiit'iaud iliri'rtly L<j Liu* Lul)e,

l)iit Nvitli small iimchines it is ]>ett<ir to insert a

small s})ark-^ap hctwtH'ii each terminal of tlio

inachine ami the corresjMjndin^ termin.ij nf the tuhe

(see ('hai)ter on Ha(lio}j;ra]»liy). Kxperiments in any

Kiven t'M-se soon show which anaiiL'"<Mii<'nt is more

satisfactory.

The continuous occu]>ation «it' one hand in wmkiiig

a Wimshurst iiiacliiiif is hampering and wearisome,

and the results are \aiiai>le ; hut a suitahly geared

motor with a controlling rheostat removes these

dilhetdties.

(Jenerally speaking, inlluencc machines must he

large and prohahly expensive if they are required for

constant work demanding any consideralile output.

I'esla Coils.—When a Leydeu jar suddenly dis-

charges across a spark-gap through one or more

turns of wire ca])al»le of jiroducing a magnetic field

and therefore having self-induction, the sj)ark is

oscillatory, that is, it consists of rapid and successive

reversals or alternations of current which decrease

in strength until, like the vihrations of a disturbed

spring, they die away. The frequency of vibration

may easily reach a million per second.

If such a discharge he sent tlirough a sj)ecial

transformer called a Tesla coil, oscillatory currents

are induced therein at a greatly enhanced electro-

motive force, which renders the production of X-rays

possible when the induction coil by itself would be

inadequate.

This method, however, cannot l»e recommended, as
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the reverse currents throuj^h tint tulx' ;u<' as objection-

able as those obtained with ordinary alternating

currents.

A special double cathode tube for use with Tesla

coils is shown in fi<^-. 10, Plate T., but for various

reasons its use lias not Itecoine ^encial.
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TllK tube or Inilb us(m1 for tlio f^eneration of X-iays

is 80 iniportant that it is wortli wliilc li» <lc;il at sdinc

leiigtli with tlio geiuM'al .hhI ]»aili(iilai- priiiciplcs

of roiistruction, and tho j)liysi(;al ])r(t|M'rli»'s and

jjhtMioiiuMia wliich occur in it.

A description of the mauufacturc of X-iay tulies

is not attempted, as such work is hcyond the scope

of the ordinary amateur.

Fig. 5, Plate I., shows Jackson's focus tube, used

with no fundartiental departure in ty])e up to the

present time.

In such a tube the i)rimary factor, which de-

termines its behaviour in given circumstances, is

the resistance oftered to the passage of tlie discharge.

If this is relatively high, the rays lia\'e great pene-

trative power, passing easily through bones and

producing "flat" radiographs—w^anting in contrast.

A tube of relatively low resistance produces feebly

penetrative rays which are almost stopped by the

tlesh as well as by the bones; in radiographs the

latter appear nearly black, with little or no structural

detail.

64
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Between these extremes there is a wide range for

choice, and a tube tliat is p^ood for one class of work

may he abnost useless for anotlier.

Soft and Hard Tubes.—Tubes which are soft and

feebly penetrative, and those of high resistance and

penetration, are distinguished by the terms "soft"

and " hard." The resistance, though chiefly governed

by the degree of exhaustion, is also affected by the

dimensions and disposition of the electrodes.

The cathode rays having been well called the

parents of the Eontgen rays, the cathode, from which

they proceed, may receive first attention.

The Cathode.—The cathode (K, Plate L) is in-

variably a cup of such curvature that the rays

emanating from its surface converge approximately

upon a point in the centre of the anti-cathode A.

The curvature is fixed with due regard to the fact

already stated, that as exhaustion proceeds the focal

point moves away from the cathode until its distance

may be four or five times as much as the radius of

curvature of the cathode.

A small cathode gives a high resistance and

penetrative rays,—a large one low resistance and

soft results. Mr Addyman gives about 1 in. diameter

as a good size for ordinary work.

The cathode is of aluminium, as the discharge

tears off particles from other metals, distributing

them over the inner surface of the bulb and thereby

discolouring it and increasing its opacity. The

surface should be of uniform curvature and well

polished. Within certain limits, an increase of dis-
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tanoo l)etW(VMi jinodt' and callnMli' has the .sinprisiiit^

ellii'i;t uf (Itrrcasiiij^ l\\r rcsistaiico, and Mr CaMi})l)('ll

Swintoii has taken advantaL,'(» of IIiIh fact by making

ihc c.illitMlc ni(»val>l(', H(» llial Ky tiltin;^ and «^ciiilc

taps its distance from llic aiKtdc can he adjusted to

tho extent of aliout
jj

in.

Steadiness is incn»ased and sijuttrrin^r rcMluc-ed l»y

shiiddinj^ l\w sujijiortinj^' wires of b(jLh electrodes

wilh j^lass sleeves and dis})Osing the cathode well

within iht' luhulai projection whieli houses its

suppoi't. Tubes are now made with means for cool-

ing; the cathode, an this helj)s to prevent hardening.

The more accurately the cathode-stream converfjes

ui)on a tine point on the anti-cathoile, tlie sharju'r

and more detailed will ])e the results. This concen-

tration, however, causes intense localisation of heat,

and fusion or even perforation will result unless due

precautions are taken. The focussing is never quite

accurate in ordinary tubes, but anti-cathodes of

platinum and even of tantalum and tungsten soon

show l(>cal fusion if the current is excessive. Any-

thing which facilitates loss of heat by the anti-cathode

naturally renders it less lialde to damage by high

temperature, and therefore permits more accurate

concentration of the cathode stream and greater

sharpness in the results ; at the same time a heavier

discharge and increased radiation are secured.

The Aiiti-cathode (A, Plate L).—Much depends

on the design of the anti-cathode, which is usually a

])late of metal mounted opposite to the centre of the

cathode, and inclined at an angle of about 45° with
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the axis of the tul)e. Althoui^h the Uuiilgeu lays

which eiiicanate from it are definitely (Urected towards

one side of the l)idl», it has been shown that the

obliquity does not increase the (juantity of racHation

and lias no substantial advantage; in fact, it actu-

ally increases the area of emission and lessens tlie

sharpness of definition.

Kontgen soon discovered differences in the emissive

power of anti-cathodes of various materials, platinum

being greatly superior to aluminium. Finding also

that X-rays were either generated at the back face

also of the anti-cathode, or, originating at the point

of impact, penetrated through to the opposite side,

he maintained that in addition platinicm was superior

in emissive poiuer to alnmininm.

Having a high melting-point, platinum was for

long the substance used for anti-cathodes ; but other

desiderata go^'ern the selection of the material, and

these are given by Dr Kaye as follows: (1) high

atomic weight; (2) high melting-point; (3) high

thermal conductivity
; (4) low vapour-pressure at

high temperatures.

Dr Kaye has shown that the quantity of radiation

emitted is nearly directly proportional to the atomic

weiglit, and that the material also affects the nature

of the radiation.

Desiderata (2) and (3) are chiefly important in the

avoidance of fusion of the anti-cathode, while (4)

secures a minimum of " sputtering," disintegration,

and volatili.sation.

Of the reasonablv available metals, excellent
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rcsiills arc <»l>lam('<l with j»lal iiiiiiii, m.siimuiu, nniiuni,

taiitaluii), and tuu^stdi; the last-iiaiiuMl, with a

nu'ltin^point nf 1 7 ")0
'(,'., 8])uttorH ImuIIv and is iii-

crejiKJng rapidly in jtiice, whcn^as tantalmn an<l

tnngstiMi air rapidly cluMpenin"^', and lliouj^di lln'ir

atomic weiglitH aro Honicwhat less than that of

])latinuin, th«Mr in«dtin^-]KiintH ar<' 290f)' (
'. and

ilL'UU'' ('. rcsjHM'tividy, while tnn^rstcn has ahoiit twice

the tlicrnial conductivity of ])latinuin. The in-

tensity of ladialinn <»f hoth is alxnit 10 )»cr cent,

less tliaii that of ])lat inuni, hut their <^ood (juali ties

outwciLili their disadvantai^es, and itidlcililN' tuiiLTsten

in ])arlicidar will shortly disjdacc; ])lalinuin, which

was formerly om))l(»ye(l almost uni\(Msally. In many
cheaiter tuhes jilatinised nick(d is used, and is satis-

factory so long as the discharge is not enough to fuse

the platinum and expose the i)onrly ladiating nickel.

Fig. 5 is from a ])hptogra])h of a ])latinum anti-

cathode which has heen damaged hy excessive current.

For heavy work tuhes have heen desiirned with anti-

cathodes of solid copper plated with platinum or

provided with means for keeping the back of the

anti-cathode continuously cooled by water, l>y air-

currents, or by interchangeable cooling tongs. Others

again are designed with a view to running the anti-

cathode normally at red heat.

Fig. 6, Plate I., shows a tube sold l.ty ]\Iessrs

Watson & Son, of Holborn, for heavy-current work.

The anti-cathode A is of solid copper plated with

platinum, and supported on a hollow tube T.

Bianodal Tubes.—The type of tube known as
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])ijino(lal, .111 advance on llic nritrinal focus jt.iUcrii,

is now almost universal.

The target which provides the source of the rays

has been consistently named the anti-cathode and

not the anode, because its chief function is to receive

Fig. 5.—Platinum anti-cath(jde of a bianodal tube which has been
fused and perforated by the excessive discharge from a coil

actuated by a Wehnelt break. The disc behind is the auxiliary

anode, and the markings to the left are the light-reHections on
the bulb.

the cathode stream and convert its energy into

Rontgen rays, this function being fultilled regardless

of the position of the anode. In Jackson's focus

tube and in most other X-ray tubes the anti-cathode

is also the anode, but if an independent anode were

provided, the anti-cathode being entirely disconnected,

the cathode rays would still proceed from the alu-
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iiiiiiiuiii (Up, sUiko llu* anli-callnMlt'. and ^'iit'iatc

Ktuit^ni niys at tlu»ir ]M)int of impact. Now if the

liitluM'lo in«l('p(ii(lt'ii( aiiodr Itc (muiih*c(,«*(1 cxtcnially

to iUi*. ailti-cal lit'dc, tin' lallcr a;jaiii iMMninrs an

anode, hut tlic tul*o l>e(-onu\s hianodal and allows

the j)assaL(0 of JH'avicr dischar^'cs. Its value, liow-

cviT, st't'ius (ddelly to consist in a steadying un"c(;t

an«l a reduction of sjjuttorintj wIkhc tlic anti-cathode

is (if ]>Iatiiiuni; tli(> aluiniiiiuin nsrd t'oi' the siipplc-

nicntarv anod(^ is a far less tiouhlcsoinc material in

this res})ect.

Thi^ tuhe may sometimes In* slightly softene<l hy

disconnectintr the auxiliary anode, and it is slateil

that the same result can occasionally he attained hy

(liseonnecting the anti-catliode and sending, for a

short time, a reversed and greatly reduced current hy

way of the two ahiminium electrodes.

Reversal of current in an ordinary focus tuhe

causes particles of platinum to he thrown ofV from

the anti-cathode and dejxisited on the hull». This

occurs to some extent when the main discharge is

in the right direction, and eventually causes a purple

coloration of the glass.

The auxiliary anode, generally a simple aluminium

disc, is usually placed hehind, and to one side of the

anti-cathotle. A typical hianodal tuhe is shown in

fig. 7, Plate I., where a is the auxiliary anode.

Fig. 8, Plate 1., shows Watson's penetrator tube, in

which the anti-cathode A is slightly concave towards

the cathode K, and between the two is an aluminium

ring a attached to the anti-cathode. The ring and
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anti-cath(xl(3 iiic 1m»lIi aimdal, hut tlic riii;^ is tlic

working aiiodr, an arrangeiiiciit wliidi increased the

penetrative power of tlie rays without distiirhing the

focus of the catliode stream.

2'Jie Bidh.—Ordinarily the bullj is of soda-glass,

lead-glass being highly o])a([ue to Kcintgen rays.

A tul)e designed for the treatment of skin <liseases

is illustrated in fig. 9, Plate I. The tube is of lead-

glass excepting the soda-glass window W, which en-

ables the operator to apply the rays to the afi'ected

area without danger to other parts.

The glass most commonly used fluoresces a l)rilliant

apple-green in the path of the rays, and this colour

l)eing very similar to the fluorescent luminosity of a

barium-platino-cyanide screen, considerable loss of

<'ttect may result unless the screen is placed in a

light-proof box or camera with eyeholes, or the tube

enclosed in blackened paper or thin cardboard.

Attempts have been made to meet tliis dithculty

l)y making bulbs of material which emits different

lluorescent colour from that excited in the screen.

Lead-glass shows a beautiful blue colour, but is some-

what opaque to X-rays.

Lithium-glass gives a grey-blue light which

affords consideral)le improvement. A glass con-

taining didyniium has been tried and gives red

fluorescence, and as this is nearly complementary

to the yellowy green excited in the screen, the

luminescence of the latter is not nullified by that

of the tube.

Within limits, a large ])ull) is superior to a small
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ono f«»r heavy currentH, ami is less lial>k; to cliange of

vaeuuiii.

Ocvl union.
—

'I'll is term is applicil to a curious

al)soi|»tinn nt' ^ast's l»y ciMtaiii iiialcrials, and does

not involve chiMnieal c*onil»inatinii in any onlinaiv

sense.

Hydrogen is ihe most readily occIikUmI of t]i(» ga«eK,

and i)alladiuni can accumulate considerable quantities

in its intermolecular spaces. Puriiij^- the exhaustion

of X-ray luhesa heavy Wehnelt discharge is j)eriodi-

cally em ployed to free the electrodes of most of the

occlude* l gas.

Mr H. S. C'allendar made ex])eriments which ]>rove

that the hydrogen occluded in thii cathode acts as a

carrier of the discharges from the metal to the air.

AVith suiVicient occluded hydrogen there is little or

no s])uU('ring of the aluminium, and in the al)sence

of hydrogen, ]iarticles of the metal become the carriers

and excite fluorescence and generate rays wherever

they imi)inge. The residual occluded gas in most

cases consists of hydrogen or water-vapour.

The Vacuum,—The operation and qualities of a

tube of given tjfpe and dimensions are regulated

almost entirely by the degree of vacuum in the bulb

and the working tem})erature.

As has already been explained, excessively high

vacuum almost amounts to insulation, and results

in the passage of sparks over the exterior of the

bulb, while low vacuum is associated with low

resistance.

Between these extremes lie the degrees of " hard-
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nesH "
nt' an X-iay Itihi*, aii<l accordiii;^!}' ihc .siiiij>l«'Ht

iiH'tlind (»)' estiijiating its condition is to ascertain

wliat is called the alternati\'e s])ark-leni;tli.

Alternative Spark.—The tulie is connected in

])aiallel witli a point-to-point spark -<^ap, the ordinary

spark-rods provided on the i)illars of indnction coils

heing generally ipiite good enough for the purpose.

With the discIiarge-j)oints widely separated the

coil is adjusted to deliver a current somewhat in

excess of what is required for the tu])e, and while

the coil is at work the points are gradually ai)proxi-

niated until a spark passes between them every now
and then.

The point-to-point distance at which this occurs is

known as the alternative spark-length, ami its value

is a useful guide to the hardness of the tube.

Hardening and its Cure.—The one serious trouljle

is that continued use raises the vacuum and hardens

the tube. The occlusion of the residual gases by

the electrodes may partially account for this effect,

though it is now known that most of the absorption

occurs in the wall of the bulb, the gas being actually

driven into the inner surface of the glass, with which

it combines.

The colouring or " blackening " of the bull) is due

to complex causes, which include the deposition on

the inner surface of a certain amount of finely

divided metal, and there is no doubt that this causes

occlusion and increases the hardening tendency.

Such hardening being unavoidable, attention may
be turned to its cure in ordinary tubes, and to the
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<U\sign «»f llmsf pinN itlcd with .sjfccial sofU'iiiii^

ilevicPH. A jmrtial cmk' Uh liaidiicss is junlon^od

aiul carofiil hralin^^, ami lirtnic ilic intiiKliiclimi of

adiustaljlc IuIh's it was couiiiinn \n nuiHe the tul>e8

roLT'ilarly aftiT use, ill hot «»v<'iis; hut the resultant

sol'lcuiii^' iiiusl 1m' carct'ully (hstini^uisliud Iruiii the

teiuporarv HofUMiiii^^ (K^alt with on p. 70. Some-

times a luhe giv(»s l»ad l•(^sults (•a])rici()U8ly, hut

recovers it" ]nit Ity for a day or two.

Occasionally it is possihle U) lower the vacuum

slij^ditly hy the |iassaj^M; of a tcin])orary discharfrc in

excess of the normal value, thus e\})clling occluded

gas from the heated electi"odes.

Aimilicr methotl is to stick round th<' neck of Uie

tuhe near the cathode a collar of tinfoil J in. \vi<l(3

having a tinfoil Iulc wliich connects it with the

terminal of tlie cathode; the tuhe often recovers

after a few seconds of use, and the collar is then

removed. A third expedient is the reduction of the

cubic capacity of the tuhe by heating one part of it

until the atmospheric pressure flattens or indents

the glass, but this reiiuires extreme caution, as ex-

cessive heating will result in perforation.

If, after such treatment, a tube still remains too

hard, re-exhaustion is the only remedy.

All such expedients are far from satisfactory, and

it is 1 tetter to ])Uichase an adjustable tube at the

commencement.

Fig. 10, Plate I., shows one of the earliest pro-

visions for varvint^ the vacuum of a tube. B, a

bulbous annex to the tube, contains a small quantity
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of caustic potash or other substance capable of

absor))ing traces of moisture, portions of which can

be driven forth by the application of gentle heat.

On cooling, the moisture is slowly re-ab8orl)ed.

This method must be em})loyed with caution, as it is

easy to drive out too much, and troublesome to

regain the correct degree of hardness.

The tube illustrated is of the double-cathode type

formerly used for high-frequency work.

Mr Hillier originated tubes in wliich the vacuum

is lowered by a discharge between aluminium wires

arranged as shown in the treatment tube, tig. 9,

Plate I. These tubes are made by Messrs A. C.

Cossor & Co. of Clerkenwell Koad, E.G.

Another method employed in many tubes is

illustrated in fig. 6, Plate I.

The small annex shown contains a short length

of palladium wire P to which heat is applied con-

ductively through the projecting wire, and liberates

the occluded gas as required. The glass tube and

cork TC provide mechanical protection.

In another form (fig. 11, Plate L), the palladium

P is between two mica discs, the vacuum being

lowered by approaching the wire W towards the

wire W^, and thus diverting a small portion of the

discharge through P until enough gas is freed. By
careful adjustment of the spark-gap between W
and W^ the arrangement becomes automatic, as a

rise in vacuum diverts a portion of the discharge

and a spark passes, liberating a small quantity

of gas.

19—5
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\'cl aiiotlirr (l('\ic(' ut' soijic ju'oinisc involves tho

actual mimissiiui of outside air Ihroui^h a specially

constructed niorcurv valve.

Many ttllitT iiicllinds liavc lieeii tried ni- are in

use. l>ut tliosi! adojitcd liy the l»est niakei-H are so

sure to alVord ^n)od results that there; is little need

to I'Xtend tlie ])iesent account of tluMu.

Hardening a Tuhr.—A hull» which hasaccidenlally

heconie too Hf)ft may ])e hardeneel hy ]>rolon^ed

runninjr with excessive current, which may some-

times be ad\anta«,re«»usly sent in the wron^ direction,

from catliode to ano(le, with the anti-cathode dis-

connect cm 1.

An oi'dinary hianodal tuhc is the sur\ i\(>r aUKjng

all the compli(;ated and interesting types introduced

at various times, and may he all that is ever rer^uired

hy many an amateui-; hut in constant working the

vacuum diHiculty is very real, and regulating arrange-

ments which save time, money, and wr)rry hecome

essential.

The Choice of a Tube.—The foregoing hints, which

should enal)le the reader to use judgment in the

selection of an X-ray tube, may here be summarised.

The tube should have substantial and firm supports

for the electrodes, and metal caps with eyes for

making connection.

In constructional detail, however, makers of repute

leave Httle room for choice, and the selection of the

type of tube is chiefly governed by the purchaser's

resources.

For instance, the possessor (jf an expensive and
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powert'iil (M)il will Ix' wastiiif^' his iiioiu^y il" ln^ huys a

tube which dues nut allow the uiit))nt tu exceed what

would be obtained easily from a much smalh^r coil

;

and on the other hand it would be absurd to l»uy

a tube with a water-cooled " target " for use; with a

coil giving a 3-in. s])ark.

A device for regulating the vacuum is, however,

always likely to be valuable, and is well worth con-

siderable additional expenditure.

If possible, the tube should be tested to ascertain

whether the shadows thrown on the fluorescent

screen or pliotographic plate have reasonaljly sharp

edges when the bulb is at 6 or 8 inches distance from

the hand ; and though here there should he no fear

of disappointment with good makers, the amateur

should not take a second-hand tube on trust, if he

can avoid it.

For very simple experimental work an alternative

spark of 2 J or 3 inches is usual.

Such a tube will throw a visible shadow of the

hand-bones on a fluoroscope when used with a coil

only 1-in. spark, but for such small coils an even

lower vacuum may be preferable. A 2 J -in. or 3-in.

alternative spark tube works well with coils up to

10-in. spark, but the larger coils give heavier dis-

charges through a spark-gap or tube of given

resistances, and consequently the quantity of radia-

tion is increased.

An excessively hard tube tends to give Hat

negatives lacking contrast, as the bones are almost as

transparent as the fiesh to the highly penetrative
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rays; l>ul a rcasonaljly lianl tiihc givoH striiclural

ilelails which can never 1m» ohlaiiied with a soft tultc,

provided that the timt of exposure is correct.

Tlie exposure rcjiuired is less than with a soft

tul)e, and thicker i)arts of the Ixxly can Ije examined
;

]>ut the decreased latitnde makes it necessary to

estimate it far more accurately.

For this and other reasons which have appeared

the amateur is advised to commence work witli a

soft tube, which will j)r()vide ^hmkI radiograjjhs of

shells, small animals, objects in boxes, and the

human hand.

Also, it should be remembered that the penetrative

power of modern tubes can generally be increased

by raising the current value. Tu])es are generally

proportionately harder for work (Hi the knee, the

shoulder, the thicker parts of the body, and lastly,

the head, which is the most o])a(iue part of the

human frame even in a normally intelligent person.

A fairly hard tube is also advantageous for

screen-work.

A tube too hard for a given purpose will do good

work when it has been " warmed down " (see p. 70).

Doctors who constantly use X-rays commonly

buy tubes of 2 or 3 in. alternative spark, and, as

they harden, set them aside for cases requiring

greater penetrating power.

The frequency of discharge seems to affect the

working of a tube, and powerful discharges, even if

they are not very frequent, are found best for radio-

graphy. High discharge-frequency is important for
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fluorescent Rcreen-work, as otherwise there is a flicker

resenibUn*,^ that of a l)a(l cinematograph, and the

long mtervals Ijctween the llaslies considerably

reduce the general l)rightn(^s8.

For such work a ra})id succession of smaller dis-

charges is often preferable. Tlie maximum photo-

graphic effect is not necevssarily concurrent with the

best illumination of the screen, and, if possible, a new
tube should be tested by both methods, preferably

with the purchaser's own apparatus, as tubes some-

times show curious differences in behaviour when
excited by various sources of supply.

New tubes generally harden after a little use, and

then become fairly constant and reliable for a con-

siderable time if carefully treated.

They should be " nursed " carefully at first, and the

current should be kept moderate until they have

settled down to fairly normal working.

Temporary Effect of Heat on X-Ray Tubes.—The

experiments of Mr J. C. Porter, of Eton, show that

there is a particular temperature at which the pro-

duction of X-rays is at its maximum with a given

tube, and that above or below this temperature the

quality, as well as the quantity, of the radiation is

altered. In one case the point of maximum illumina-

tion was 12° C. or 54° F., and the tube refused to

work at all when cooled to the temperature of solid

carbon dioxide. In a further experiment half of a

plate was exposed for a hand radiograph, the tem-

perature being IS"" and the exposure 1 minute: the

tube was then heated for | minute and the second
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liiill of {hv plate oxi>o8e(l f<n (ii iiiinutoH. Thniij^rji

the tii-Hl half Imd less than J
nf the exj)08ure given

f(»r the Heeoiid half, tin* iiiia^e of the hones was

clearly visihle, whereas in the lon^-ex])()8e<l jM)rtion,

«»nly tlu' faintest traei; <»f hone-shadow was dis-

linL^nishahlo, the rays having' hairly penetrated the

llesh ; yet the idackness of the tihn surronnding the

hand-shadow showed that the "(juantity" of radia-

tion liad l«*en great.

The elleet of heat, therefore, is to soften the tn])e

temporarily, causing it to emit weakly penetrative

rays, and a tuhe which is useful for radiogra]»hs of

the abdomen, skull, or other thick ]>arts can thus

be softened suthciently to give good radiographs

of comparatively transparent objects. A connnon

method is to heat the tube over a si)irit-lam|) until

tlie required degree of softness has been attained,

adjusting the discharge-rods of the coil just beyond

the sparking limit and then commencing the ex-

posure ; if, during its progress, the resistance rises,

sparks begin to pass, warning the operator that a

little more heat is required.

If general heating has been applied prior to the

commencement of the exposure, the additional

warmth is best applied to the annex immediately

surrounding the cathode.

The heat may be applied during exposure if an

insulated spirit-lamp is used, but neither the spirit-

lamp nor the operator's hand should be interposed

between the tube and the object.

The softening should be done very carefully and
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rather gradually, a waviii;;- motion Ijuiiig given to the

lamp, as otherwise the hull) is likely to crack.

The coutaiiier of the lauij» shouM he of glass, and

a sini])l(' insulating handle is easily made from

ehonite or hard wood. Its fastening must, of course,

he tirm, for the person l)eing radiographed (esjjeeially

for an injury) may sIkjw marked displeasure if

a heavy hurning spirit-lamp he dropped on the

damaged memher.

The condition of a heated tuhe may sometimes be

maintained by using a current strength sufficient to

keep the anti-cathode red-hot.
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PRACTICAL X-I;AV WORK

Accessory Apparatus.— Sonu* simple ;i])))lijiiice

is nocessary for liolding the tube in any ]»nsitif)n

reiiuired l'(»r use.

The ideal tube-holder should have:

—

\. I niversal movement.

2. Rigidity.

3. Lii^ditness as far as is compatible with L!.

4. Insulation.

Rigidity is essential in radiography, though for

screen work it matters little so long as the require-

ments of safety are fulfilled.

Lightness is important in portable apparatus.

Hard wood has adec^uate insulating properties ; in

fact, the wooden retort-stands sold for chemical and

physical use are excellent for ordinary X-ray work

if their bases are weighted or otherwise made
sufficiently stal)le.

Spark-gaps.—A pair of spark-gaps for connection

in series with tube and source of supply are generally

useful ill AViinshurst work, even witli lari^e machines,

12
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and 8ometiinos tlicy improve the woikiii;,^ witli in-

duction coilH wh(Mi there is any tendency to reverKC

currents.

In tiu-. G, A is a board 7 in. x 4 in. x .1 in. C D
are upright rods of §-in. ebonite, 4 in. in clear h(;iglit

above the board, and fastened thereto by shouldering

them and forcing them into tightly fitting holes served

with glue.

Fig. 6.— Spark-gap apparatus for use with a Wimshurst machine.

The top of each pillar is drilled and tapped to

take the threaded shank of a spherical head.

The heads are drilled at right angles, their

shanks F and H being provided with fixed sparking

electrodes screwed into the holes. The electrode F

is in the form of a hemispherical cup 1^ in. in

diameter, with the concavity towards the pointed

electrode G.

Into the side of the ball F (previously drilled) a

|-in. length of ^-in. brass rod is soldered.
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A soc'oiul small ImK* I'nr ilio insertion of the wire

from llu? WimshuiKt may alsn Im' (lrill('(| in a (lir«»('-

tioii lit right an!4l<»K t^ that <il" tin- md.

The jiillars W and K are similaily niadc and

inounttMl. ('X(ei>ting that the hrass rods (1 and K aie

I'ree to slide in the holes. Kacli rod is 2h in. long

and carries an idjonite handle !.. The rod K carries

a concave electnxle similar to F.

In use the point electrode H is connected to the

positive terminal of the coil or machine, and llic

(Up electrode F to the negative, the tube being con-

nected across it and K.

Light-tight Plate Bags.—It is obvious that the

})hotographic plates must be screened from the

action of ordinary light by some material as trans-

l>arent as possible to X-rays.

Envelopes of black paper may be made, but

"Tylar's light-tight bags" are chea]» and easily

jn'ocurable.

The plate is inserted in tlie smaller envelope with

the film side immediately beneath that 'part of it

which has no folds, and the Hap is turned over, the

smaller envelope being inserted in the larger, fiap

foremost, with the film side again immediately under

the unfolded part of the ]mper. The outer Hap

having been turned over, the plate is ready for a

radiograph.

It is advisable to use plates specially prepared for

X-ray work, and these are generally put into separate

envelopes by the makers before being packed in

boxes. Hence it is only necessary to take the
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radioj^niph and llicii rciiiove the ]>a]»<'r in ;i dark

room l)etore development.

Metal Boxes.—A stout metal liox shouM Ix' at

liand for tlie protection of all X-ray or other photo-

gra])hic plates, dark-slides, and hand cameras con-

taininjj' films. In a house containing' an old-fashioned

])hotograpIier who still adheres to the ohsoh^te "sun

pictures " obtained with the camera, neglect of this

precaution may result in some difference of opinion

regarding the relative personal qualities of the photo-

grapher and the radiographer.

Photographic Ajrparatus.—For developing-dishes,

measures, printing frames, etc., the ordinary stock of

a photographer, the inexperienced reader must refer

to suitable text-books.

Fhwroscojpes.—Detailed descriptions of the pre-

paration of tiuorescent screens would be out of place

here, as amateur attempts in this direction generally

entail much waste of time and an expenditure of

money which would purchase two or three good

screens of the same size as those spoilt.

The following is an outline of a simple method of

procedure for those who desire to experiment.

The tiuorescent substance, barium platino-cyanide,

a bright yellow^ salt which must have been specially

prepared for the purpose, is extremely costly. The

support is of fairly stout, strong white cardboard.

This is covered over uniformly with rather thick

gumwater, or, preferably, with celluloid dissolved

in amyl acetate, and the platino-cyanide is dusted

evenly over the surface from a sieve of tine muslin.
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It is well It) j)nictise the i»rtjL'esK several limes witli

coiiimon salt, as tlie cnalin}^ must l)e unifonii, and

failure in\ n]\fs waste <•!' material.

The supeilliHnis crystals luiviiij^ been sliaken off

and iu'eserved. tlie screen is mounted in a suitable

wooden frame.

riie coated surface must Ix; carefully protected,

a thin celluloid eoverin}^ fastened on the frame at

alxtut
.{ in. fmm liir screen hein^' a common

arranjj^ement.

riate-glass, though more breakable, has the great

advantair*' over celluloid that it ]irotects the eyes

from the rays, especially the more dani^eruus but

less ])enetrative kinds. The glass or celluloid should

ne\er be rubbed too vigorously, as il is not uncomm(»n

fur the electrical charge thus generated on its surface

to attract loose particles of the salt away from the

screen.

A simple screen of this type can only be used

in a darkened r(>om, and its effect is even then

impoverished by the light from the Huoresceut

bulb.

It is found, however, that nothing equals a suit-

al)ly darkened room for serious work, and it is easy

to screen the bulb sufliciently to exclude its fluores-

cent luminositv.

Fluoroscopes fitted with light-tight boxes or hoods

having holes for the eyes were much used in the

early days of X-ray work, but have found little

favour, because it takes a considerable time for the

eve to accommodate itself to the darkened interior of
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the lluoioscojii; Jilter l)ciiig strongly l^xcIUmI hy • lay-

light or artificial .sources.

The amateur wlio Hnds difliculty in arranging a

suitably darkened room may make a box provided

with two single eye-pieces edged with thick i)lush, or

with a single large eye-piece to tit the forehead, as

in some patterns of the c(jmmon stereoscope.

The screen and eye-piece are fixed at opposite ends

of the box, so that no extraneous light can fall uj)on

the former; this enal)les the user to examine the

fluorescence on the screen regardless of the general

illumination in the room.

The distance between the eye-piece and the screen

may be about a foot.

An alternative arrangement is a collapsible camera

with the screen in place of the usual dark-slide and

the eye-piece in place of the lens front. Old cameras

can often be ol^tained at very low cost, and are easily

adapted by the suljstitution of hinged links or stays

for their heavier supporting members. Bellows alone

are also obtainable at low cost, and are easily fitted

to light frames and supports.

Fatigue of Fluorosco'pes.—After prolonged use the

barium platino-cyanide sutters from molecular fatigue

and the loss of its water of crystallisatioii ; its efficiency

is thereby considerably impaired, the yellow salt

becoming brown.

P. Villard says that a screen can 1)e restored by

exposure to sunlight, and that the Ijeneficial effects

result chiefly from the action of rays below the

green in the spectrum, violet and ultra-violet light
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liaviiij: 1ml lillK* rllirt. 1
1" \\w tn)u))l»» proves ir-

reim»(lial)le tlio nmkors will ^eiu'rally allow 15 or

20 i)er cent, of the cost in the purchase of a new
screen.

Varnishing' the screen has lieen reconimen(l<Ml ;is a

j)reventive of dehydration of the salt.

I)it€7isi///inf/ Screens.—One (»f th«» oailicsi inalerials

enipluvt'il for tliioroscopt's was crvstallino calcium

tungstate, a mineral which fluoresces with a pale

blue light.

To the eye the lluorescence is greatly inferior to

that of barium ])latino-cyanide, ]»ut the light emitted

is far more chemically actinic, and the value of the

material for intensifying the eft'ect on photographic

plates was soon recognisetl.

The method emidoyed is to lay u])on the film of

the plate a thin screen covered with the salt, the

coated side being towards the tihn.

Much of the radiant energy which would other-

wise pass on through the film, only to l)e absorbed

wastefully in the glass behind and in objects beyond,

is arrested by the screen before it reaches the film

and is converted into ordinary luminous energy,

which acts photographically and adds its effect to

that of the X-rays themselves. The difficulty in

making an intensifying screen is to obtain a coating

so thin, even, and finely divided that the blurring and

grain are both insufhcent to impair the sharpness of

the results.

Great improvements have been eflected in these

directions, and washable screens can now Ije obtained,
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which shorten exposures hy 7r» jx-r nvAii., i^iviiig

sharp, even, and clear results.

Oalciuni tungstate is cheap as compared with

platinum salts, and the amateur can therefore experi-

ment far more freely with it. Should it prove

difficult to make a satisfactory ]jractical intensifying

screen, he will nevertheless tind it interesting to

employ a piece half the size of a given X-ray plate,

taking a radiograph with normal exposure and ob-

serving on development the difference between the

two halves in the result.

The method of coating is the same as for barium

platino-cyanide.

Reverse Currents and their Prevention.— The

ordinary spark-coil is apt to give some trouble

through reverse currents, which occur at make or as

a result of oscillations in the " break " discharge.

These currents are very damaging to the X-ray tube,

and it is necessary to eliminate them if possible.

The introduction of a spark-gap having a point

opposed to an electrode of larger area facilitates the

passage of a discharge leaving the point, and accord-

ingly if the point-electrode is connected to the

positive terminal of the source of supply, it tends to

cut off" any discharge which would otherwise take

place in the opposite direction.

Mr Duddell found that a high degree of so-called

rectification can be attained if the larger electrode is

concave towards the point. A spark-gap " rectifier,''

or, more properly, valve, is described on p. 73.

Another valuable valve consists of a mica disc
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iiioiuiU'il tm llic shall ol" lliu mcn^uiy inluriuitU'r so

08 to revolve l)et\veeii one or more j)air« of Hjmrk-

olectrodoH. The disc is pierced with lioles, and no

dischar^can ]>ji8s ])etween the electrodes unless they

coincide with tiie holes. Matters are so adjusted

tliat niicMi is interposed at all moments except that

of tlie main useful impulse.

Special auxiliary vaeuum tul)es, with lari^e spiral

cathodes and small anodes, are used to attain the

same result, one of the commonest, due to Sir Oliver

Lod<;e, heing very constant and reliable.

Other forms may i-equire softening devices similar

to those lilted to ordinary lu))es. Like X-ray tubes,

these valves are l)eyond the constructional resources

of the average amateur.

Radiometers and Pastilles.—A useful and interest-

ing instrument for rough tests of tlie hartlness and

penetration is lienoist's radiometer f>r jienetnjmeter.

An annular ring of aluminium is divided into sectors,

the thickness of which is such as to form steps be-

tween two extremes.

The centre of the annular space is occupied by a

thin sheet of silver, and the comparative penetrating

])ower of rays is measured by interposing the instru-

ment between the tube and a tiuoroscope and noting

which step gives a shadow about equal to that cast

by the silver.

It is a curious fact, which cannot be explained

here, that for a given strength or " quantity " of

radiation the opacity of silver is nearly equal for

rays of widely ditierent hardness, and consequently
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it provides a standard with wliicli the thicknesses of

ahiniiniuni can l)e compared.

Another form (hie to Dr Wehnelt has an ahi-

minium \vedg(i arranged to move longitudinally past

a slit wlii(!h is partly covered hy a fixed silver plate

of detinile thickness; when the correct thickness of

aluminium lies over the slit the shadows cast by the

two parts of the slit appear equally dark, and the

division between them disappears, the adjustment of

the wedge being indicated by a scale. Other radio-

meters are constructed on somewhat the same

principles as Wynne's photogi-aphic print meter,

but that the intensity of illumination is noted on a

fluorescent screen instead of being printed on a strip

of sensitised paper.

Such arrangements must be inferior to the Benoist

instrument, as they do not differentiate between in-

tensity and penetrative quality of radiation.

For measuring therapeutic (medical) doses of

X-ray treatment, Sabouraud's pastilles are employed.

These are of compressed barium platino-cyanide,

and on exposure to the rays change their colour

from greeji to pale yellow, and finally to deep orange,

being matched at various stages with standard

tints.

Milliamp^remeters.—These are valuable for the

measurement of the current through the tube ; the

largest water-cooled tubes seldom take more than

9 or 10 milliamperes even during short exposures,

but in ordinary work a current of only 3 or 4 milli-

amperes is heavy.
19— (3
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Protective Apparatus. In cases wlicrcj })(»\vorl'ul

rays aro omploycd or ]>r<)loiij^(»(l (»x])oriin(Mits carri(Ml

out the o|)oral(n' should ho achMjuatrly ])rotecte(l

against X-ray "hums," and it slioiild 1m> icuMnnhorod

1 hat a common case of special risk is an exhihition

of X-ray (»x|H'riiiuMits at a Itazaai* or siinilar ^alhcr-

inix; the spectators liave nothing to t"earexce}»t from

}>o\verful apparatus, liut the exhihitor is exposed for

long j)eriod8.

Considcrahle protection is aflorded hy stout leatlier

gloves with wrists loiiir (>nough to l)e covered l)y the

coat sleeve.

Lead-glass spectacles may l»e worn, and i>hile-glass

may he used to cover the Huoroscope, as descril^ed

on p. 76.

The softer rays are the more dangerous, and as

the amateur's tul^e is commonly soft, especially wlien

new, the danger may he greater than the magnitude

of tlie apparatus would at first sight suggest ; on tlie

otlier hand, tlie leather gloves cut off the softest rays

with comparative ease. AVlien the work is solely

radiograpliic the tube may he so shielded that all

rays except those required are cut off, the operator

arranging the plate and ol)ject so that no part of his

body is exposed to radiation.

On the whole, the amateur is advised to wear

leather gloves whenever he works for more than two

or three minutes, to avoid all needless exposure or

proximity to the apparatus, and to increase all safe-

guards in proportion to the power of his apparatus

and the period of working. Above all, let him take
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iiistiint iiiici thorou^^li .steps nn ih.' first ccitiiin

indication of tronble.

DealoiK in X-ray ajjparatns supply s[)ecial HliieMK

\\)v tulies and also lead-riihber gloves, a])rons and

masks, and lead-glass spectacles.

Such a})pliano(\s should be used l»y all who are

seriously engaged in the work.

An X-ray operator in his "Sunday-best" is an

awe-inspiring ol)ject faintly suggestive of an armoured

gentleman of the twelfth century.

Arrangements and Connectio7is.— It is scarcely

necessary to explain that amperemeters, when em-

ployed, are connected in series with the coil and

the source of supply, while voltmeters are connected

directly to the primary terminals of the coil (see

diagram, fig. 7).

A mercury interrupter is connected with the

spring and pillar of the contact breaker, unless the

coil is provided with special terminals or a separate

condenser, but in all cases the resulting connections

should put the interrupter in series with the source

of supply and the primary winding, the condenser

being connected across the terminals of the inter-

rupter. The contacts are screwed apart and the

hammer wedged to prevent chattering.

No condenser is used when the interrupter is of

the Wehnelt type.

If a Wimshurst be used, the two spark-gaps (see

p. 84) are connected in series with the tube, one on

either side (see fig. 7, D).

It has often been said that radiograplis produced
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by inlliUMico iiia('liin(\s arc clraror ihan lIkksc oli-

taiiMMl willi (M»ils, Imt it is fouiul ihat lliis is due to

tlic (listurl»in^ oHect ii|»nii ihe ratlKxlo ntroain <>!' ilic

nia^iu'tic liokl from the (Miil. Ii is tlicrrl'orc iin

<A) \\\'^

<v>

'A

^-€V
Fig. 7. —Showing diagrams of connections foi an inductio)i

coil and (D) for a Wimsliurst.

C. Coil.

R. r.roak.

A. Amnieler.

V. Voltmeter.
T. Tube.

S. S. Spui k yaps.

portant to keep the tube at a con8i(.leral)le distance

from the coil : Mr Miller recommends 7 feet. All

wires leading to tlie tuhe sliould be firmly secured

from falling off, and the distance which should

separate coil and tube clearly necessitates the use of

\Wre heavily insulated or hung on proper supports.
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The wires must clear the walls of the tube, and no

adjustments sh(juld be attempted in the secondary

circuit while the primary current is flowing.

Where there is a choice of tul)es, the harder should

be employed for such subjects as the thorax, head,

etc., but the beginner's first su]»ject should ])e a

friend's hand, preferably the slender hand of a lady,

though many of the gentler sex raise ol)j(?ctions

like one of Dickens' heroines :
—

" I do not wish to

regard myself, nor yet to be regarded, in that bony

light."

The tube having been firmly secured in position,

a small current is momentarily turned on, and the

appearance noted.

The bulb should appear obliquely divided in two

halves, that opposite to the anti-cathode being uni-

formly luminescent with apple -green or canary-

green light, the other being nearly dark. The

di\'iding plane should be coincident with tliat of

the anti-cathode.

Wrong direction of current is indicated by the

alternative appearance of curious patches and mark-

ings, notably a fluorescent patch opposite to the

anti-cathode, and suggesting a magnified image of

it. This patch is caused by the cathode stream from

the surface of the anti-cathode (now a cathode)

striking the glass, and when, as in early tubes, the

platinum plate is held by a pair of copper rivets

visible on its working face, these are sometimes re-

produced as curious magnified dark patches on the

bulb. The experimenter's interest in these pheno-
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iiu'iia iiiusl Hot lead liiiii lo pKiltuij^^ iii.s ohsciAiilioiis

for lunn' limn a Hecoiul or two, oh considerable

tlamaj^M' may oUHUe.

With l»ian(j<lal IuIm's thfre is niorc! confusion in

the sha]>e8 of the thirk and luiiiiiiniis jiatclies <tl)-

taini'd on n»versal. as llic anti-(allii»de and the

supplcnicnlary anode hoth lieconie cathiMles cinittin;^

intle]>enden( cathodal streams.

Thr rlnh-shapcd prnjcct inns and whispy streaks

nf darkness on li^dit-^reen tluorescent Lnound which

s(»metinies apju-ai in the tnhr imdci normal con-

ditions are due Lo local ne^alixc char<z"es which

atVei't the cathode stream or themselves set np sub-

sidiary rays.

All beinir in adjustment, the cuircnl may Ije

increased gradually to full value, hut the maximum
current should never be turned on at once.

The screen may be placed about 10 in. iKmi

the l>ulb, with the coated side towards the eyes,

the hand being placed against the back. The

shadows of the bones should l>e plainly visible,

and with a good tube they should exhibit consider-

aljle structural detail.

The leg, arm, and foot (the last-named in a boot)

provide interesting subjects in additi<»n to those

named below.

The best effect is obtained when the object to be

observed is as close to the screen as jtossible; the

hand, for instance, should be tiat against it.

Precautions.—For X-ray dermatitis and its pre-

vention see pp. 42-44.
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Interesting Subjects.—Numerous interesting subjects

for screen and plate will oc^cur to the ingenious ex-

perimenter, but a short list may prove useful :

—

Coins in a purse, mathematical instruments in

a case, box fastened with nails, plug-resistance box,

fountain pen, objects in aluminium cigar-case, and

a key held in clenched fist.

The corpses of small vertebrates also make beauti-

ful radiographs and provide comparatively easy tasks

for a low tube and a small coil.

A live cat or dog in a basket is a good subject for

tiuoroscopy, and the movements of a cat's jaw when
it mews and of the vertebrcc in the tail are fascinat-

ing to watch.

A curious and interesting subject for a radiograph

is a human hand in which the lines and depressions

are made visible.

For this purpose putty is kneaded well into the

skin, and the surface is then worked up carefully

with glycerine until it is quite smooth, after which

a little subnitrate of glycerine is rubbed over gently

and smoothly.

Radiograjohy.—The adjustment of the current

and speed of interruption which best suits radioscopy

does not always give the best results in radiography,

the tendency on the whole being to rapid and com-

paratively weak impulses for the former and slow-

frequency strong impulses for the latter.

If no screen is available, the working of the tube

must be judged by the degree of tluorescence in the

glass.
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Plate II.

O
WW

I
i>-

\

I-

MiscKM.ANEors Gkoup of OniECTS :—Fountain }»cn in case; spec-

tacles in case
;
pencil, showing graphite ; bradawl, showing grain

of wood ; instruments in wooden case ; leather jiurse containing
coin, and sho\\ing internal and external clasps and ornamental
metal corners of flap. Conditions as for Plates III. and IV.,

e.xcept exposure, which was 10 seconds.
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When a Wiuishurst is employed the only p(jsHiljle

adjustments are length of spark, speed of plates,

jind angle of neutralising bruslies.

In taking the first radiograph a useful additional

appliance is a sheet of i\y-in. lead a))out H in. x 9 in.

The wrapped-up plate, hitherto safely stowed away

in the metal l)ox, preferably at some distance, is now-

laid on the table with the film side uppermost.

The tube must not be set W(jrking when the plate

is out of the protective box, until all is ready for the

exposure.

Tiie hand to be radiographed is laid flat on tlie

})late with the tips of the fingers and thuml) well

within the margin.

The tube is placed horizontally with the centre of

the anti-cathode vertically above the centre of the

})late, the fluorescent portion of the bulb being'

between the anti-cathode and the plate.

The distance between the plate and the tube in-

volves a compromise between two conflicting advan-

tages. Excessive distance entails needlessly long

exposure, but gives fine definition and a minimum of

distortion ; these advantages are sacrificed if the

distance and exposure are abnormally shortened.

Distortion in this case is due to the fact that the

rays start from a point and proceed in straight,

radial lines. The shadows which they cast are there-

fore similar to those thrown by a point of ordinary

light. If the distance between the object and the

source be great, the angle subtended by the object is

small and the direction-lines of the radiation are
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lU'iirly parallel, llie slmdctw <»l' the u)»j«'ct liciii}^ l»ul

very little luiyer than the i»l»j(H't itself.

It', however, the ()l)je('t and tlic screeii or plate he

hnm.^ht near l«> the source, the Buhtoiulecl aii^leand

thi' divtM'j^'enc.e are great, and the shadows are con-

siMjuenlly consideral*!}' inai^^niilied.

The uniier surface of the ohji-el, where it is in

contact with the wra])]>ing of the ])late, does not suffer

this niajj^nification. Imt jioiiions fiirtlit'i rmioved from

the })late become mai^nified according to the distance

;

it follows that thick IxKlies suller far more distortion

than do thin hodies.

Accordingly the best distance is dclcrniincd by

the nature of the subject and the particular cpialities

of the apparatus. For a hand it should be at least

6 in., liut preferably 10 in. or 1
1' in., while 9 in. or

10 in. is a niininiuni for an arm or the lower }>art of

a leg. For the thorax 18 in. or 20 in. will give fair

results, but if the apparatus is powerful and accurate

localisation is desired, this distance should be greater.

10 in. is a good standard distance for simple

"small.'' work with a good coil.

IVial Krposure.—Let it be assumed, by way of

example, that, from the data given below, the

estimated exposure is about 1| minutes. The

current is turned on, the subject keeping his hand

perfectly still, and at the expiration of J minute the

discharge is stopped ; about 1^- in. of the hand at the

finger-end is now covered by the lead plate, another

half minute of exposure being given. The plate is

now moved so as to cover another Ih in. and a third
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I'LATK III.

Successive Trial Exposures from 10 to 40 seconds, 9" spark coil.

Cossor's Biauodal Tube warmed down to 3^" alternative spark.

Edward's Cathodal Plate (whole-plate size). Distance between
tube and plate 12". Metol Quinol Developer applied for 20
minutes as described in text.
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lialf-ininmc is )^ivt'ii, ;intl so itii uiilil ihi'ii* is only

(»m» small strip loft uncovonMl. If the load plate so

usetl causes incMHivenieiicj', it may lie made to rest on

suitid»le Mocks so placed that it l)rid«^es the hand

without touching it.

When exposures are lonj^r oi- injury has made the

sul»ject shaky, or when successive exj)osures are

riMpiired, as in stereoscopic work, sand-bags are

often valuaV)le lor preventing moxruicnt.

The emulsion of the ]date is now divideil into

dilVerently ex}»osed strips whose time values are

A. 1, U, 2,2^, and .". minutes. See IMate III.

If there is mucii doul»t as to the approximate

exposure, the diflerence between the successive ex-

posures may be increased, Init in all cases time-

records must be kept.

It is necessary to remember that as the bulk of

the i-ays practically emanates from a j^oint source

on the anti-cathode, their intensity is inversely pro-

portional to the S(|uare of the distance from that

source. For example, if an exposure ol 3 minutes is

required at a distance of 6 in., the exposure necessary,

when the distance is increased to 12 in., is not 6

minutes (3 x 2) but 3 x 2-, that is 12 minutes. The
following figures give extremely rough indication of

the exposures retjuired for difierent objects, using a

1-in. spark coil—presumably with hammer in-

terrupter:—Hand, 20 minutes; coins in purse, 10

minutes ; foot, 30 minutes.

Even with so small a coil, however, modern

tubes would probal)ly give good results with shorter
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exposures, and the range of possihilities may Ix?

realise<l when it is pointed out that apparatus now

availahle will give an instantaneous radir)graph of

the abdomen of an adult as a result of the singh*

Hash from one interruption. Moreover, the tul)e may
be i)ut so far away from the body that stones in the

kidney, etc., are shown without apprc^cialjle distortion

of shape or confusion as to locality. While it is

clearly impossible, therefore, to specify times, the

individual worker can ascertain the l)est time, say

for a hand, and then avail himself of the comparative

values indicated by some such scale as the following,

which was published a few years ago by that maker

of excellent coils, etc., Mr Leslie Miller. The

actual figures given are the exposures in seconds for

a 12-in. coil used with a good mercury break, taking

about 3 amperes from supply mains at 200 volts (or

4 amperes at 100 volts). Hand and wrist, 20 ; foot

and ankle, 30 ; elbow and forearm, 45 ; knee, 60
;

chest, 120; shoulder or lower thigh, 150; thigh,

abdomen, pelvis, or hip, 180; head, 210.

These figures have been improved by the intro-

duction of better plates and tubes, but the propor-

tion between them is unaltered. Correction must
of course be made, as indicated on p. 92, if the

distance between the tube and the plate is varied.

Glass lodged in the body is sometimes very diflicidt

to detect, as its opacity is nearly equal to that of its

surroundings.

Blood is comparatively opaque, and full-blooded or

muscular people always need longer exposures than
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tlioHi» who jin» aiia-inic. SurgeniiH (»x])eri(MHM' ditti-

culty through the opacity nf j)lasl('r <»i si rapping,

and of iodoform, even, when nidy in j^aiize.

The liver and stomach ar(» very opaque, making

the ohservatinn (»f small s(nui-trans])arent nhjccts

ditlicult, hut the lungs are very trans})arent.

Dry Plates ami their Develu^iment.—Any good

make of rajud ])lates will aflord radi(»grapli.s, hut

plates nuide specially for the purpose and coated

with extra thick emulsion are greatly su])erior.

The develo])(^r recommended hy tin; makers of par-

ticular plates may he relied upon to give good results,

and if the exposure has heen correct the period

of development should have a known value which

the nuvnufacturers should state. With Wratten's

X-ray ])lates the author has detained excellent

results hy 5 or 6 minutes' development in " Parakone,"

an excellent product sold hy Messrs Hinton & Co. of

Bedford Street, London, W.C.

Using the two-solutiou developer as sold for

(ordinary photograi)hic work, one part of each solution

in a total of four parts is the proportion recommended

for radiographs of large opaque parts of the body, and

about one part of each in a total of ten for the hand,

shells, and similar small objects.

If necessary the temperature of the developer

should be raised to 60^ or 65^ C. by standing the

measuring glass in warm water and stirring.

After dusting the plate with a soft camel's-hair

brush, develop as in ordinary pliotography. A
valuable aeid-fixinfr batli is made up by dissolving
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Plate IV.

Radiogiiapii of a Hand. Exposure 20 seconds in accurdauce with
tlie results of the trials shoAvn in Plate III., where the centre
strip shows the best combination of contrast and detail. All
conditions the same as for Plate III.
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(j <•/. nf •• hypo "

;iinl
I

n/. iti iiiclaltisuljiliilr (»f jintasli

in 1 |»int nf watn

/^i;jf// Exposure.—'I'lie strij) of the j)lato wliicli

sliows the hust (letiiil and contraHt indicates the correct

cxposnre, and an actual radiograph shouhl he HiicceHS-

t'ul if the cxposun^ the dcvcloiu'r, the tenipci-ature,

and the condition of the tuV)e remain nnclianj^ed.

To secure the latter the tube should he worked

for a short time before making either of the two

ex})osures.

In choosing between the 8trij)S it must be borne in

mind that a longer ex])o.sure is retjuired for the wrist

and ]ialm than for the linger-tips, and that a com-

])romise must be made between them to get the best

general effect.

Printing.—P.O.P. is almost invariably best for

X-ray work, though, if a print be urgently required,

it may be made on glossy bromide paper.

Radiographs may even be taken directly upon

rapid bromide paper, several copies being obtained

in one exposure if the necessary number of pieces is

used. Such prints are paper negatives in which the

Mesh shows darker than the bones. The only merit

in the process is a saving of time and of small

expense.

For further details of photographic methods the

reader must consult suitable text-books.

Stereoscopic Radiographij.—Curious and useful

results are obtained from a pair of radiographs of

an object so taken as to produce an appearance

of solidity when combined in a stereoscope. The
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I'lATK V.

Partridge, showing Foot bkokex by Shot. The curious dark

patch in the middle of tlie body is the gizzard. Exposure 1^
minutes. Alternative spark 4". Distance between tube and
plate 18". Other conditions as for Plates III. and IV.

19—7
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iiii'llmd adopU'd is lo iiiovc ilir lulu* ill a diruclinn

piinillol to lh(» piano of Uic plate ln'twcoii two ecpial

exposures taken on separate jjlates : the nisullin;^

negatives (or |»iints from iImih), wlicn viewed in ;i

stiM'eoseope, i\n not exliii>it tlu* true stereoKeopie

etlect wliicli wttidd he a])pai"ent to an ol>server jjlaced

with his ryes at tin' pnsitinns occuj»ied successively

hy the anti-eathodr oi I he inhe, even assuininj^

that the hndy ohscrvrd were translucent and illu-

niinaled hy (Htlinary liirlit.

In stereoscopic iadio<4ra]»hy «tnly shadows are

(•niiihinecl, and the ejl'ect of solidilN'. iIkhi^Ii strikintr

and often Iteautifnl, is in a sense spurious.

The heart of a niannnal liavini: the veins carefully

eniptitul of hlood and iiiji'cird witii iiicrcuiy makes a

W(»n<lri I'ul suhj(M't, and if jiuwcrnd ajijiaral us is a\ail-

ahlo, parts of the human Inxly \ icwed stereosco))i(ally

are nmst instructi\e, and of course in many cases of

great medical and surgical value.

If serious work on theses lines is to he attempted,

an appliance must hr ])rei)ared to enahle the operator

to insert and r(Miio\e the two ](lat(*s withrait the

slightest movement of any jiart of the suhject.

For medical purixtses elahorate and expensive

a])])aratus is sold for this pur])ose, hut a sim])le

method for ordinary work is to provide a strong

frame of thin wood o\er which vellum or very

strong hard paper is stretched drum-tight.

The recessing of the frame into which, if it were

used as a picture frame, the picture and glass would

ordinarily drop, should he only deep enough to
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accoiuiiiudiiLe with case tin' ^-'^ly plate in its

enxelope.

Px'fore covering the frame one component end of

it should 1)0 cut away to the same depth as the re-

cessing, so that when the vellum is in places there is

l)etween it and the frame at this end a slot into whif;h

the plate can be introduced so that it lies innut^U-

ately beneath the vellum. The dimensions should

1)6 such that when puslied home the plate projects

slightly from the slot and can thus be easily removed

after exposure. ,^^^

If the ^•ellunl^ is slightly moistened, pulled over

the frame, and held to it l)y small brads and a little

glue, it will stretch tightly when dry. Means should

be provided for weighting or securing the frame cjn

the table to avoid all risk of movement during the

insertion or changing of plates.

One of the plates having been inserted in the

finished frame, the tube is fixed at a height of about

20 in. above the (previously marked) centre of the

vellum.

This adjustment may be aided by the use of a

small removable plumb-line attached beneath to a

thread tied circumferentially round the bulb in a

vertical plane.

The bulb is now moved about 1]- in. to one side

in a direction parallel to what will be the top or

bottom edge of the radiograph when viewed in the

stereoscope, and after the tul )e has been worked for a

short time to get it into a constant condition, a plate

is inserted in the frame film upwards, tlie object to
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]>o radiogniplicil is placcil njnin ihr \(']liiiii. aii*l tlu*

norrssarv cxposur** is )j[ivrii,

Wiilnnii (lishirl»in^ the olijrct, the plaic is now

taken <Mit mikI the tiilte is niovcH nnlil tin* anli-

cathtMle is 1} in. nn lln' otliri- side dl" llir \«Mtical

line from llic ccntrti of tlu' vellum, that is. until it

is 2h in from its f<»rmei- ]»osition.

All heinj^^ adjnsteil. the second jdate is inserted, an

e<|nal exposure is ^iveii, and the nej^atives are <le-

velt>|ied siiuultain'itusly in the same (hsh.

An arrangenn'id tor (piifkly nioxin;.,' the tuhe

tlirouj^h the correct (hslance shoidd he devised if

extensi\e work is undertaken.

Siercoscopes.— \f of suitahle si/e, the ne^^aLi\es may
Ik? viewed in an instrument of tlie kind used for

stereoscopic lantern-slides, oi- ju iids may he inserted

in one n\' the common ty]»e.

In all cases great care must he taken to })lace the

two \ lews in })erfect symmetry and in correct relation-

ship. An interchange of position will soon reveal

by an a])j)earance (jf solidity or otherwise the correct

disposition of the views, which should then he

recorded In' marks. The two views of shells giv^en

(Plates VI. and \'IT.) are too big for an ordinary

stereosco])e, l)ut th(^ leader who does not ])ossess or

cannot make a AVheatstone instrument may cut out

the small shells from the two plates and mount

them on cards at the ri<j:ht distance and position.

For such subjects as these shells the vellum frame

is not required, and may be replaced by a piece of

card t(» which the subjects are glued; the card is
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hinged to th(i tal)le l>y ;i slrij) of iiinsic-biiiding, so

that th(^ ])late8 can be intruded undur it or removed

without causinj^ any (hsturhanct; of position.

Wlieatstone^s Stereo8co/ie.— 'I'lic objects commonly

radiop'aphed are f(enerally too lar^e for the ap]»li-

ances used in ordinary photoj^n-apliy, ])ut a AVlieat-

stone stereoscope provides means for combining

B B.

C C

Fig. 8.

the images of negatives or prints of any reason-

able size.

A very simple arrangement of two mirrors at right

angles and a pair of drawing boards propped against

books will act as a stereoscope for viewing larger

prints, such, for instance, as those given, and the

method employed is indicated in plan in fig. 8, where

A A are the prints, B B the mirrors, and C C the

eyes of the observer. It will l)e obvious that the

prints must be equidistant from the mirrors and
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oxiu'tlv t»j.j»osiU» to cufli oIIht, and tlionj^li thoorhital

and aci'oninKjdatinLT ninsclt'S (»f i\m eyes may l»rin»^

lilt' two viowH iiiin niiisnii when they are iniprojx'rly

adjusttMl, tho Hlrain is JinconifmlaMc and jnohalily

injuriniis, and tlu' sien'oscnpic <«llc<'t is iniju'itVct.

ll i< also of the ulnio.st iniporlancu to use (Mpially

Fig. 9.

dark jjiinls ni (.M|ually dense negatives and lu illn-

niinate tlieiii equally in tlie stereoscope.

For satisfactory work a properly designed ai)})li-

ance on the lines indicated by figs. 9 and 10 may easily

be constructed by the amateur. The wooden base-

board in this example is about 36 in. long, and

upright end-boards 10 in. sipiare are provided for

the i)rints, which are secured to them by drawing
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pins. Those hoards slide loiiL^il ndiiiallv. aiid (Mic

(see li^^ Id) also vertically.

The ])Mii' nf ininors is .iiraiiLCed on the t\v<t rij^ht-

aiij^^le faces <!' a wnodeii imx shajicd like a ii;^r|it-

aiiLjlod 4;")
' juisin iiKtiinled on a i(»d ahoiil which it

can he tinned stillly

Fig. 10.

'i'he rod rises from a foot which slides forward

and hackward in guides secured to the base-hoard

and can l)e clamped thereto when the correct position

has been found. Each mirror is about 6 in wide and

7 in in height. All sliding arrangements shoulil he

strong and substantial, or endless trouble will be

encountered.

In the amateur-made example shown the size
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nf tlir iniin)i-8 is 7 inrlu'H ucnmH aii.l •• in. 1m s in

Individuals sonietiin^'s rx|..'rience wnisidi-mbh^

<linicultv in socinK radin;;rin.lis stnvosci.pically witli

this inslmni.'nt. and such dilVicultv .Miasi«.nally

ivvoals uncxiMMt.'d inr.iunlit v m vision iMaween the

two l'V«'S.

The views (.)' shells (IMati's VI. and Vll.).ai. hr

cut out an.l nmiinhMJ in tli.' linished sUmv(.s(m.im'

;,s a juelindnary t«. slorcoradin^nai.hic w.rk hy

iheexiMM-inienter liiniself; their elVect is n..l 4Uite

so strikiii'j as those sometimes ohtained, j.rohahly

heeause the tuhe was placi-d laihn hi-h for su.h

a snhjeet in fear of stere(.seo]>ic exa^rjrt^rati^m. I'nr

viewiii^' ni'jrjitives, In.xes air suhstituted for en<l-

hoanls, the sides faein*; the mirrors hi-in^,^ of ajound-

^dass; ].hit-t>-carriers are titte.l in front (»f the ghiss,

and tlie hoxes eontain lamj^s of eiiual can.ih'-linwer,

which illuminate the ground-glass and the iK'gatives

from hehind.

Slereoscopic Fluoruscopes.—ExteWGui stereoscoi.ic

screen eftects are ohtainal^le hy the alternate excita-

tion of two sources of X-rays at the correct distance

ai»art.

A series of stereoscopic shadows is cast on the

screen, hut these yield only a hlurred and in.listinct

appearance until some selective appliance confines the

vision of each eye of the ohserver to the shadows ]no-

duced l)y one source only. The necessary selection

is oV»tained through revolving apparatus wliich cuts

off the vision of the eyes alternately by the int^r-
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Platk VI
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ri.Aii VI
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veiitioii of a shutter moved Kynehr«uioii.sly with llie

Hashes pnxhiced ])y th(5 sources. II. lioas (employed

a special Lul»e with two anti-cathodes, excited altei*

nately by two similai- spaik coils and a sjiecially

adapted mercury interrupter. Few amateurs will

find the means for experimenting with such

appliances.
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